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Few places portray the ideals of Australian suburban life as clearly as
CamberweU. For better or worse, the suburb lies at the heart of Australian
life, and Camberwell is the classic suburb. It has been populated by the
middling and upper social strata, living in detached single-family dwellings set
amidst gardens and trees. Camberwell is tied to the city by public transport
yet apart from it, having successfully excluded the dirty, nasty and dangerous
elements of urban life.
Only churches and shops were welcomed as
appropriate additions to its domestic landscape. More successfully than most
other Australian municipalities, Camberwell has created the suburban ideal of
country in the city and deliberately maintained this character for more than
one hundred years.
All of the most desirable suburban characteristics of the period between 1860
and 1960 are expressed in the buildings and streets of Camberwell. Most
importantly Camberwell clearly displays the aspirations and the material
forms of the suburban world created between the First and Second World
Wars.

The historic significance of Camberwell lies in the quality, variety and
completeness of the municipality's essentially suburban appearance.
Individual buildings and areas within the suburb clearly register the key
aspects of this suburban form. Most important amongst these are:
1. Large, often multi-storeyed mansions build prior to the railway boom of
the 1880s and established with their own work force, gardens, orchards and
livestock just beyond what was then the boundary of the Melbourne
metropolitan area.

2. Detached villas, often architect-designed, and built for upper middle
clients between 1880 and 1914. These are clustered around public transport
routes, particularly the east-west railway link to the city.
3. The estates of detached middle-class housing created between the wars
and essentially tied to fixed-rail transport. These houses include superior
examples of the whole range of exotic and nostalgic styles which coloured
Australian suburbia during the period.
4. Modernist houses, especially prominent in the north of the suburb, often
designed by architects and built for the new professional and managerial elite
of the 1950's boom.
5. The public space of the suburb includes important elements of public
transport systems, especially the railways and tramways which were intrinsic to
suburban development. This is especially true of the electric tramways of the
inter-war era. Routes through Camberwell were often seen as test cases for
the ability of electric trams and trains to promote suburban growth.
6. Camberwell is shaped today by embryonic town planning attempts. These
were carried out through: (1) By-law planning which clustered shops into
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distinctive zones. (2) By-law controls over house sizes and materials. (3)
Deliberate municipaf policies desi~ned to exclude industry, liquor outlets and
cheap housing. (4) Post-war public housing schemes along deliberately and
distinctively planned lines. (5) Within individual estates where streets deviated
from the normal grid and where developers imposed set-backs, materials and
relations between buildings to give an individual cachet to each estate. (6) The
constant efforts of local Progress Associations to win the best possible
amenities for their part of the suburb.
7.
Camberwell historically had comparatively high rates of church
attendance. This aspect of the suburb's history is reflected in the number and
quality of religious buildings, both churches and schools which have for a long
time been landmarks within the municipality.
8. Camberwell always took pride in its 'natural' qualities. From the 1870s
onwards streets have been planted with a succession of street trees, first of all
exotic and subsequently native. Councillors, council staff and local residents
have fought for parks and gardens, both ornamental and recreational, in the
suburb. These natural elements set the seal on Camberwell's distinctive
suburban quality.

Especially in the inter-war period, Camberwell boasted of its superior
suburban qualities. Its buildings, public spaces, general lay-out and exclusion
of unwanted activities all demonstrated the essence of suburbanism, the
dominant characteristic of most modern cities, in Australia and indeed in the
remainder of the world.
Camberwell's estates were planned to a more lavish scale than in many other
suburbs. Its developers made sure that public amenities measured up to the
quality of its individual houses; these houses often expressed the best in
contemporary style and as detached single- storeyed villas they typified classic
suburban form. The municipality successfully excluded unwanted activities
Street
and J?assed by- laws to maintain the desired suburban qualities.
plantmg, parks and public transport were carefully protected and extended
especially between the wars. Shops were grouped around transport routes,
especially in the distinctively shaped Camberwell Junction area.
The
churches and schools made local landmarks.
In its estates of detached houses and in its public landscape, Camberwell
forcefully expresses Australia's history of suburban growth. It has been more
successful than most other urban areas in preserving the suburban ideal, of
the city in the country, especially as envisioned during the inter-war suburban
boom. Sites and areas listed in this conservation study best express these
important qualities.
Outcome

The main outcome of the above significance statement is that 1920s-30s
streetscapes make up many of the city's significant precincts. This is not
surprising given the city's Model Suburb status. Because the city was a
pace-setter and major growth-centre in the between-wars era, these
streetscapes hold a special place in the cultural development of Melbourne
today.
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Introduction
The following d~cribes the processes used for identifyl~g and analyzing potential urban conservation precmcts,
The areas have been evaluated within both architectural
and histori~1 imp?rtance spheres, with emphasis on the
representation ofimportam historical themes identified
in the Environmental History.
~chitectura.1 integrity to certain development eras is
Integral to fatthful representations ofthese themes while
the relative importance of the component sites is a further consideration which separates some precincts from
others.
For example, much of North Balwyn has a distinct 19505
chara~ter representative of the revival of housing construcnon after World War Two's cessation of almost all
house building. Rather than include the entire suburb as
a representative area, this historical expression has been
isolat~ in ~recin~ts 1 a;lld 2, as architecturally superior
and WItha higher mtegrtty to period than the balance of
the suburb.
Beca.use camberwell had the highest population growth
rate In the metropolitan area during the late 19205 it is
predictable that it possesses a number of inte;-war
estates. Many of these have been recommended as proposed urban conservation areas, partly because of
camberwell's metropolitan status in this periodand also
because of the often superior nature of the building
stock to estates elseWhere. Just as inner Melbourne
represents best the mid to late 19th century residential
growth ofthe metropolis and has been conserved on that
basis, so.too has .camberwell a special place in the
metropolitan area In the category of inter- war estates',
Beyond Carnberwell's role in greater Melbourne there
is the need to recognize the value of these estates to
Camberwell's own history and urban character.

Historic Themes
The historical themes arising from the Environmental
History are:
(~~ changes in urban form, land tenure and subdivision
(11) changes in social form or demographic content and
its impact on the physical form
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on
r~idential and commercial development
(tv) m~n-mad.e an~ 'native' landscape, their evolution
(~) typical residenual lifestyles and their physicalexpression
(vi) commercial or industrial centres, their development
and physical expression

1

(vii) pubhc or popular perceptions of the environment
and their physical expression in specific sites or areas
(vii social and political activity and its impact on the
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environment
(ix~ landmarks, sites identified as significant to the city's

residents
(x) Significant persons and sites associated with them.
These are identified in the following precinct citations
as part of the analysis of each area to attempt to tie the
development of each with that of the city as a whole.
Restating these themes is necessary for each precinct to
underscore these historical links where they exist,

Theme Explanation
1. Changes in urban form, land tenure and subdlvi.
sion
camberwell's present appearance is based initially on
the process of estate subdivision. Camberwell grew
between 1880 and 1939 through a series of estate sUbdi~sions. These were advertised for residential building
In a manner which called on the superior qualities of
camberwelliand; its height, the views available and the
general rural character. The advertising posters of the
land agents of the 1880s stressed these qualities, also
addmg the immediate benefits derived from pubtic
transport at the front door oftheir estate. Thecharacter
of Camberwell today reflects this process of subdivision
and the controls over lay-out and building on estates.
Those estates, initially SUbdivided in the 1880s, were
given an additional distinction in the inter-war period
when they were often controlled by specific building
regulation.
Moreover, a lag between subdivision, sale and building
characterized much of Camberwell, Many areas SUbdivided in the 1880s were not sold for housing until the
next building boom of the Edwardian era; often areas
subdivided in the 19205were not built on until the 1930s.
The appearance of many areas was made distinctive by
the application ofbuilding covenants restricting materials and setting set-backs and minimum sizes for buildings and blocks. Many of these estates were marked by
deliberate attempts to implement local by-laws ensuring
some buttdmg uniformity or distinctive street lay- OuL
Developers themselves also took up new town planning
Ideas and gave a distinctive character to their estates.
This w~s particularly true of Camberwell buildings
treated in the years 1925-1940, when several innovative
private town-planning schemes distinguished estates in
camberwell.

for comparison refer National Trust of Australia (Vic.) interwar housing study 1990
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2. Changes in social form...
through any real interest in Australian flora. However,
Camberwell was always presented by subdividers as a street plantings and parks from the 1930sonwards began
superior residential area. It attracted middle-class and to take on a more native character. The several stages
wealthy buyers, many with connections to Non-Con- in planting and attitudes to the natural environment are
formist or Presbyterian Churches and often working in all registered in thestreettrees and parks ofCamberwell.
the professions, the higher levels of the civilservice or 5. Residential and lifestyle
holdi~g positions. as directors of manufacturing, comCamberwell includesseveral layersof distinctive domesmercial or
financial
firms.
Before
the
1880s
many
o
f
·
.
tiC ·
architecture.
The first Important
group of houses
.
"
th~se residents chose to build mansions on the highest
were the mansions built for leading residents of Melpoints of .Cambe~ell, fro~ where they either lived a bourne between 1860 and 1890. These often preceded
self~ntam~ semi-rural life or cx:mmuted to the city.
railway routes and were self-contained rural retreats
Their mansions were often the basis for the first subdit fr th ity Th
ds f h b ildi
visionsand this tt
. till . ibl .
f
apar om e CI.
e groun 0 t ese UI mgs were
city
pa ern IS s I ViSI em some parts 0 the often converted to fashionable subdivisionsin the 1880s
F Ii·
tl
f Ca b
and between 1895 and 1914. These large houses were
o owing genera Ions 0 . m erwell home-owners, landmarks for many years and while several have been
s-·
.survive
. are
.important Sites
.
from
the owners
of Edwardian factones to the p r o f e
.
.
demolished
those which
sionals ~nd company directors who moved into North reflecting a stage in the suburb's history as well as a
Balwyn m the 1950s, generally demanded high-quality di ti
identi I I
h
ttendesisnedbvarchi
IS mcnve resi entia sty e.
ouses 0 en designed byarchitects. These buildingsset The villas built between 1880 and 1914 brought new
. b th f
d
f b ildi
the tone for the character of the suburb, although here st les t M Ib
and there its appearance has bee I ed h
h h
Y
0
e ourne in 0 rorm an use 0 UI mgs,
.
. n a ter t roug t e The railway attracted a new generation high-status
develop~ent ?f public housing or larger estates with white-collar occupant to Camberwelland they built vilspeculative
and
.
These were
. Cabuilding
b
II'sold offfor lower prices. Many las on th e gr0 unds 0 f the 0 Ider mansions,
.
estates m m erwe still represent clearly the domestic lifestyles of influential fi res' Vi
ian lif
often built to a large scale, depended on se~ants for
..
. gu m Ictonan Ii e.
household management and were often designed by
In addition, the changing ~orm of Camberwell houses architects. For the most part they were built on higher
reflects the changing rouune of women in suburbia. land and through the central east-west corridor of
Camberwellwas always a more exclusive suburban zone Ca b
II
than other parts of the city andwomen in the suburb Aft~r ~:~i~st World War larger estates were built on,
w~~e on the one hand r.estncted in their work opportuoften along electrified tram lines. Amongst them were
nines and at the same time often a~le to ~ake advantage many houses built for the lowerstrata of the white collar
of t~e most up-to-date household mvennons and house work force. These houses were designed to take into
desl~. Many parts of Camberwell still reflect this
account new interest in 'fresh air' and the outdoors and
changing work pattern of suburban women.
were supposed to function without servants. The inter3. Transport
nal spacing and relationship of rooms reflected the
Estate subdivision depended on efficient transport to changing role of women in the home. The exterior
the city. Camberwellgrewfirst of all around the railway demonstrated new influences on public taste with styles
routes in the later 1880sand then became a site for some reflecting Californian and Asian imagery. Especially
of the first experiments with electric tramways. The during the 1930s, Camberwell's long-standing
estates of the 1920s sometimes were designed to take Anglophilia was reflected in the many Old English
into account the demands of motorists. Transport links styles.
shaped much of the suburb and prompted the subdivi- The post-1945 houses of Camberwell differed from
sion of estates and the important role of especiallyfixed- those of other suburbs, because of the influence of local
rail electric rail transport is still visible in the pattern of by-laws. More distinctive were the Modernist styles,
many Camberwellestates, through the relation of build- popular especially in the northern parts of the suburb,
ings to railwaystations and the concentration of build- and the public housing estates, mainlyin the south.
6. Commercial
ings of a certain age along railway routes.
4. Landscape
Camberwell developed several suburban shopping preAlong with the superior size and style of its domestic cincts. The form of these depended in the first instance
buildings, Camberwellsought to present itselfas a 'Gar- on transport routes and secondly on the strict local
den Suburb.' There was a constant emphasis on garden by-law planning, controlling, siting, building form and
competitions, local shows and horticultural societies. retail activities.
Residents were always encouraged to plant attractive The Camberwell Junction has always been the major
front gardens although the contents of these gardens suburban shopping precinct and became a symbol for
altered over time. More significantlyCamberwellwent Camberwell. However, each expansion of the suburb
further than most other suburbs in planting street trees through new estates brought with it new areas set aside
and setting aside land for parks. These wereall designed for shopping precincts, many of them using the most
to extend Camberwell's natural character and giveit the modern styling in shops. Some of these shopping preappearance of a suburb set in a giant garden. This cincts still reflect the character of the suburb as it wasat
natural character at least for many years derived from various stages in the past.
some idealized image of English villagelife, rather than
3-2
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7. Public perceptions
Camberwell residents always shared in a self-image of
their municipality as a superior residential district and
this is reflected in local planning decisions and in the
appearance of streets and houses. The image was one
ofthe perfect suburb and local planning schemes, as well
as the activities of resident action groups, alwayssought
to preserve the suburban qualities of the suburb; by
excluding industry and other dangerous or dirty activities and emphasizing the garden and natural elements of
the townscape.
8. SocIal and political activity
These images were acted upon by various social and
political groups; in particular, local progress associations and then in broader exclusionist campaigns; i.e.,
the campaign to exclude close hotels and keep the suburb 'dry.' As a result of these campaigns Camberwell
has many public amenities not present in other suburbs,
varying from the elaborate street lamps and bus shelters
to public parks and infant welfare centres. Camberwell
residents successfully fought to exclude large-scale flat
development, polluting industries and, in their most
celebrated campaign, they were able to keep liquor
retailers out of their municipality. This exclusive character is today one of the central identifying features of
Camberwell.
9. Landmarks
The hills of Camberwell are crowned by prominent and
familiar buildings, many ofwhich have over time become
local landmarks. The most common of these are
churches and until recently these were the only
Camberwell buildings visible from a great distance.
Other landmarks, important for their local associations
rather than for architectural style, include the
Camberwell Town Hall building and the distinctive formation of the Camberwell station.
10. Significant people
As in other suburbs, Camberwell had a leading group
involved in local, political and commercial activity.
These were often councillors or builders or local church
leaders and many took an active role in management
committees for parks and gardens, or sat or were prominent fignres in church groups and social clubs like boy
scouts, girl guides or in local sporting clubs. Their
private houses, as well as the public buildings in which
they were involved, are reminders of their historical
importance to the suburb.

Area Identification
VISual identification methodology included assessment
of the period expression of building groups where the
amalgamation of for example houses from one confined
period or development era givessuch a strong feeling of
place that this is akin to entering a single building or site
which is exactlyas it was when it was created. The integ-

rity of the street or area to a particular perceptible era
was considered an important factor in physical identification. In Camberwellthe period between the two world
wars was an important growth era, although containing
different architectural styles. Hence both the combination of styles representing a particular era (ie. Bungalow
style houses, Mediterranean villa I and Old English
styles) and the concentration of particular styles within
that era, were noted as important factors in expressing
both the social and architectural development of
Camberwell.
Alternatively the precinct may contain examples from
differing periods which have a high architectural integrity or significance. In this way the precinct may show
clearly patterns ofdevelopment in the city or a catalogue
of individually important architecture from different
eras(ie. Mont Albert Road).
For continuity, this has been assessed in a similar manner to that for Study Area One (1985-6) where overlay
maps showed concentrations ofperiod(s) and individual
site significance, thus isolating the above two main factors in area identification. Other overlays might illustrate historical themes, such as important transport
routes or use concentrations. The residential estates also
create another form of overlay but these boundaries
were not necessarily adhered to in conservation area
delineation unless the built physical expression also
existed for the era when the estate was created. Based on
the findings of this process, areas of architectural or
historical significance have been demarcated and
defined.
To achieve this process efficiently, this study included an
initial general identification stage which isolated architecturally representative areas for further study using
the above mapping techniquesf. These were combined
with areas recommended from the Environmental History such as the Ashburton Housing Commission
Estate3. What follows, under Precinct Citations, is the
significance statement which isolates the historical or
architectural worth of each identified area.
This is augmented by the Site Schedule which lists all
contributory sites within precincts; their contribution
being based on the collective character of other component sites as described in the precinct citation. For example ifthe precinct was considered important because of
its representation of large to medium sized houses from
the late 19305 early 19405 (ie. precinct 1), houses from
this era are scheduled as contributory. However houses
which are inside the precinct boundaries but are from
outside ofthe significant date range are only listed if they
are individually significant (value A-C).

Precinct Importance Evaluation
The area's expression of an important development
era(s), historical themets) or creative period(s) is paramount. This expression typically results from an amalgamation of parts (ie. individual houses in a streetscape

1
2

IncludingSpanish and Italian provincial influences
Camberwell City's computer property data base was utilized for accurate dating of sites from the 19305on

3

precinct 42
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had a hippedroof farm but now adoptedgenerally curvedforms and
asymmetrical massing.
6. 1931-1940
Old En~ish or Modem Tudor revival, steep gables with some black
and white halftimbering, clinkerbricks was the romanticalternative
to increasingly austere Modernistic desi.~ andstood side by side with
other revivalist house styles in subdivisions like the Camberwe/l
Golf/inksEstate (see1986 study).

and streetscapes combining to form areas) as judged by
style, period or use. This relies on the integrity of the
components to the chosen theme, historical and/or
architectural.
An area may be visually homogeneous or heterogeneous, but more typically the former. However, concepts
ofcultural change (historical or architectural) mayoverride those of cultural consolidation and determine that
some areas are physical documents of change. If this is
the case, further changes should not be controlled to
allow the dynamics to continue.

7.1935-1955

IncreasingincidenceoftheModerneresidentialstyle. using oftencream
brickwork with man8'J'lese brick trim, roundedcomers, comer windowsand geometric forms witha tiledhippedroofor sometimesa j1IJl
roof (see 2 Beatrice Street). Ornament was confined to wrought. iron,
using 'Art Deco' motifs. 11Je style never replaced the romantic Old
English or Tudor revivalstyles which continuedalon&ride Modeme
housesin,for example, the Riverside Estate (precinct 1).

Dating1Ypology
The architectural styles used to indicate each architectural period of component precinct sites are as follows
(see also Restoration Guidelines, Vol. I):

Camberwell's adoption date of each of these styles may
differ to the rest of the state but the sites identified in
each group nevertheless represent a particular urban or
visual type and hence in assessing the visual expression
of a group of houses from a particular era, the typological data is very useful.

1. c1875-1900

Mid to Late Victorian era:

This period shows increasing architectural diversity with time: the
decorative face-brick, stuccoed or timber-ashlar Italian Renaissance
inspired villastyles (ie. Italianate style) dominating both commercial
and residential properties until near the end of the century when lite
architecture inspired by French and British Medievalprecedents pre·
viewedthe Edwardian period. The incidence of ornament (cast-iron
on the houses, as wellas cementdetail or colouredbrickwork on all
building rypes) increased withthe century s progress.. Cambetwell has
some11UJjor late Victorian erahouseor commercial building groups,
generally builtnearrailway stations such asCanterbury, Surrey Hills or
CamberwelL However the archueaural dominance in the city is from
laterarchitecture.
2.1901-1915

Edwardian era: red b'ick or timber-boarded Queen Anne revivalor
'Federation Bungalow )residentialstyling usingcombinedgabledand
hippedroofs, and asymmetncal detachedmassingto gainapicturesque
elevation. AnotherOSf7C.t oftheperiod was the lingering 19th century
character, overlaidwzth Eawardian details where bullnoseverandahs
and tumed verandah posts areusedon the old hipped roof Victorian
era Italianate formas theonly sign thatthehousesareEdwardian.

Their location also depended on walking distance to the
railway stations (now boosted in numbers by the Outer
Circle Railway) such that they mingled with, or formed
another ring around, the Victorian era villas already in
place. Notable precincts occur in Royal Crescent and
Broadway East.
3.1916-1924

Residual QueenAnne andFederation Bungalowresidentialstyling but

with the increasing incidence of broad roof.GObles, heavy veran-

dahlporch piersandsimpledetailing oftheCalifornian Bungalow era
Many Camberwell estates were developed in this era (see
Precincts 8 and10) when thecarallowedmore flexibility inhousesiting
but railways still dominated, panicularly after electrification and
reconstruction of themain TOute c1919.
~ng.

4.1925-1930

Continuing Californian Bungalow era residential styling gabledroof
andlreary verandahtporcn piers, butfollowedbyearly examples ofthe
hippedroof Mediterranean villastyleor the Spanish Mission revival
Bungalow streets include Nepean Street and a notable Mediteraneon/Italian/Spanish villagroupis in Goodwin Street.
5.1931-1940

Mediterranean or Italian villahippedroof residential designs becomingmoresimplewiththeutilitarian conceptsottntemaaonol Modemism beingfel, followedin principleby the Modeme style which also

1

Visual Compatibility of StylesfEras
Visual homogeneity (within a given period) of the building stock is one measure of a particular development
period's expression. Typicallysimilar architectural/functional concepts will generate a visually cohesive streetscape if the street was built up in one era.
A combination ofbuilding eras will also express differing
periods but each to a lesser degree than a street from one
specific period, with less visual coherence.
Periods such as the Victorian and Edwardian have much
in common. Similarly, despite the growing austerity of
house design, the Bungalow era houses are visually compatible with those of the Edwardian era because of the
use of the roofgable, similar materials and details, albeit
in a simpler fashion.
It is only when austerity had run its course, after the
Second Wit, that the difference between that era and the
Victorian era became so marked as to create visual
incoherence or incompatibility. Similarly in judging a
building's visual contribution to a group expression, the
division of the Modern era from those that came before
is accounted for.
Bungalow, Edwardian and Victorian eras a inter-contributory. The eras beyond (c1931-) are of a different
visual group_ In summary, style groups 1,2 & 3 are visually inter-compatible, with the degree of compatibility
decreasing with increasing numbers. Groups 4, 5, and 7
are also inter-compatible, representing the Modem
influence upon previously highly decorated architecture.

Computer Analysis
The scheduled sites (ie. those that still expressed their
construction period) were computer analyzed to quickly
establish likely areas from defined development periods

derived from colonial Bungalows in theiruse of a high hipped roof from andverandah butinstead of the QueenAnnedetailing such
as cement scrolls. theornament camefrom Eastern sourcessuch as China andIndia
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in the municipality's history'. The analysis 2 contains
streets listed in increasing order of period expression,
using the broad periods Victorian & Edwardian and
'Between the Wars', being two visually compatible
groups. This expression (% of sites identified) is further
qualified by an approximate percentage of the whole
street's expression, as distinct from only those sites surveyed which had some period expression, built prior to
c1940.
Care must be taken in interpreting the analysis for long
streets such as Riversdale Road or the other major
Camberwell streets which pass through commercial
areas, where the differing period expression of some
sections will affect the whole street's percentage and not
reveal the significance of the surviving concentrations.
Because of the detached nature of Camberwell housing
and the landscape intervening, this type of analysis can
provide a valuable reinforcement for visual assessment
but it was never a substitute for it.

important and visually compatible individual sites (A,B,
or C value) or
by the presence of a definable self-contained character
(ie, precinct 8 as a Bungalow era precinct) or
an overlayer historical or physical factor such as the
existence of a total planning concept or recognizable
historical characteristic for the estate or subdivision.
Although names of estates are used for the precincts,
boundaries do not follow those of the old estates unless
there is some physical expression of the estate era or
concept.

r

!~1.1

Historical Analysis
In an effort to establish how and why Camberwell's
urban fabric has developed to its present form, the background history of each area was examined and, in particular, the first subdivision by the Crown and its evolution
through private subdivisions. This has drawn on the
Environmental History accounting for influences such
as land use and transport. Issues such as the growth rate
of the population and house numbers were also examined, revealing that from c1920 both statistics accelerated with the house number increase understandably
trailing off around the Second war.
Extracts from estate sales posters have been included
where available to illustrate the type of advantages the
vendors thought their estate had over another. Recurring factors stated are closeness to transport routes and
public utilities or simply the views to parklands or the
distant bay. Whether true or not, these concepts must
have influenced home-buyers' attitudes towards their
new suburbs.

Precinct Plans Boundaries and Numbering
Because precinct groupings and evaluation have
changed during the study period, each urban precinct has
been numbered but they do not present complete geographic groupings. For example the Housing Commission estate at Ashburton is precinct 20 while its nearest
precinct is the Great Glen Iris estate, precinct 14.
Reference to these precincts will always be by individual
property address and these will be provided in the Site
Schedule in alphabetical order, with precinct numbers
attached. Reference can then be made to the precinct
character definition and significance by consulting the
loose-leaf precinct citations.
The precinct boundaries on the accompanying plans
were determined by:
the presence of streetscapes (visually coherent sites of
individual values A,B,C, or D) or
1

2

site schedule and analysiscopy with Camberwell Town Planning Section
seeappendix
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Camberwell Urban & Public Landscape Areas of Regional or
State Significance:
Urban Precincts:
Precincts:1,6,8,10,1l,14,15,16 (Torrington Place only),18,22,
23,26.1,26.3,26.4,27.2,28.1,28.2,35,39, and 40.
All other precincts are of local importance only.

Public Landscape Precincts:
Maranoa Gardens, Beckett Park, Riversdale Gardens and Surrey Gardens.
All other landscape areas are either locally important or have not been evaluated.

MONT ALBERT ROAD

CANTER BURY ROAD

~TTYnt:::=I

~mtnhmm~

RIVERSDALE ROAD

TOORAK ROAD

Not to Scale

City of Camberwell

POTENTIAL

g~~~~RVATION

PRECINCTS

~...,.~~~HIGH

STREET

Introduction

The following citations list the physical and historical
factors which make up the character and significance of
the precincts examined. For the public and council officers alike they define, in the Description and Significance
statements, the overall character of the areas and hence
how changes to the components of each area should be
viewed. For more detailed site listings, refer to the Site
Schedule.
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Camberwell Conservation Study 1990

Precinct 1
History
Known as the Riverside Estate in the late 193Os 1, it was
initiated just before the war (1914) by surveyor, E.P.
Muntz.
Containing Cascade, Riverside, Inverness,
Walbundry and The Boulevard, the estate coincided with
others which sought to tap the new-found access created
by riverside government road construction schemes,
For example, estate agent Peter Kearn supported the
Yarra River beautification scheme of 1913- which included construction of a number of'Boulevards' along the
river and river bank landscaping (some of which is still
evident). Kearn also developed the two Griffin designed
estates which fronted the river at ML Eagle."
However, like the Griffin estates, much of the housing in
the Riverside estate dates from significantly later. Late
1930s and early 1940s houses predominate with some
from the 1950s. Period expression for the post Second

War era (cl941-55) is as follows (1931-40 period percentage shown in brackets when significant):
Cascade Street 54% (31% 1931-40)
Inverness Way 26% (63% 1931-40)
Kyora Parade 42% (50% 1931-40)
Riverside Avenue 39% (54% 1931-40)
The Boulevard 63%
Walbundry Avenue 21% (50% c1931-4O)
Architecturally, this spread across the Second War period has not interrupted the stylistic preferences of Moderne or Old English; the former style or its derivation
continuing as the dominance in the 1950s. Although not
as visually homogeneous as the Bungalow suburbs, most
of the houses are larger and many individually important
architecturally.
Historic Themes:
(i) changes in urban form, land tenure and subdivision
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on residential and commercial development

15 WalbundryA~'enlle

1
2

G. McWilliamplan, CCL
MI. Eagle 1914; Glenard. 1916. see Butler. Heidelberg COIlSeJ1'QliOIl Study, 1985. p.132f
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Camberwell Conservation Study 1990
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expres-

sion
Description
Walbundry Avenue
The street has a concrete roadway, notable street trees
(Queensland Brush Box), brick and stucco villas in the
Old English and Moderne style which form the foundation of the area, but also an early Indian Bungalow at
Number 38 precedes the general character in period.
Individually notable examples include Numbers 28,17, 15
and 13; 15 being a distinctive Moderne style house, and
Number 11 also a distinctive Old English style. Despite
core development, extensive redevelopment of sites, but
generally speaking in a similar scale to the large comfortable villas seen elsewhere in the street.
Wattle Avenue
The street has a concrete roadway, Queensland Brush
Box street trees but few frontages exist on Wattle Avenue.
Riverside Avenue
Large villas, mainly stucco and brick, and many in the Old
English style, such as Number 5. Some houses are also in
the Moderne style, such as Number 3 and Georgian revival, such as Number 6. Street trees are Camphor Laurel, and therefore empathetic to the period. A notable
Modeme style group is Numbers 22-26. East ofthe Boulevard, housing becomes more mixed in period, less contnbutory houses, although still possessing the same scale.
Inverness Way
East of the Boulevard, a fair percentage ofModerne style,
mainly two- storey brick houses. West of the Boulevard,
the street has a concrete roadway with street avenue
trees(lilly-pilly). The Old English style, as exemplified by
Numbers 38 and 36, is mixed with Moderne style houses
such as Numbers 34 and 32. A remnant Bungalow from
the first subdivision stage, is Number 18 (brick, probably
late 1920s) and a Mediterranean villa style house at Number 10 is also individually notable. Also, a Spanish villa at
Number 8, is individually notable, as is Number 6, an
individually notable Moderne style example.
The Boulevard
The Boulevard is characterized by large detached brick,
mainly two- storey villas, stucco and Moderne or Old
English in style, also, newer development.
Cascade Street
Impressive street tree avenue (oak), with Moderne style
house examples at 21 and 19, also 17, 20 and 18, plus Old
English examples at 11, 12 and 13.
Kyora Parade, Mount View Grove.
Few frontages on to the street.
Burke Road
Extensive Old English and Moderne style houses. Number 1170 is an example of the Old English, with Italian
villa style intermixed, such as Number 1162. South of
Walbundry, the whole block has been redeveloped.

Number 29 (with Chevron pattern glazing bars), intermixed with later, more austere, and more pedestrian
houses. Examples of styles used include Number 47
(Bungalow), Number 51 (Moderne) and Numbers 5 and
57 have Mediterranean villa styling.
Bulleen Road
Bulleen Road has some remnant Edwardian houses along
with the later Georgian revival and Moderne style (Number 5), on the corner of the Boulevard.
Riverview Road
Mixed development of Moderne and Old English style
from the 193Os, Old English examples being Number 16
and the notable Number 22. There is a Mediterranean
villa style house at Number 25. Cityview Road also has a
cohesive collection on the east side of Moderne style
stucco brick houses, all of an intermediate size. On the
west side there are similar houses, but generally speaking
they are later. Individually notable examples include
Number 3.
Significance
Historically this area has importance in expressing the
characteristics of Camberwell's building 'boomlet' of the
1930s and the fashionable, forward-looking suburb of the
1950s. Balwyn earned a reputation as a modern and
desirable suburban area in the expansion of the 1950s.
The location of this precinct on the slope leading to the
Yarra Valley, the views towards distant mountains still
visible from several streets and the complexity of its styles
and scale of its buildings demonstrate the pretensions of
the rising upper middle class of the 19505.
This area is much more than simply a collection of large
home. The precinct evokes the character of pre-postWorld War 2 Balwyn, perhaps Melbourne's most fashionable new suburb. After 1945 it emerged as a favourite
home to the aspiring new professionals and commercial
figures of Melbourne. This precinct combines a 1950s
faith in modernity with the familiar Anglo-Nostalgic styles
of Camberwell. As such it reveals much about the aspirations of Balwyn and Camberwell, between the 1930s
and 1950s.
The precinct reflects the historical themes of 1930s and
1950s Modern and nostalgic building styles; the building
boom of the later-1930s and the character of Camberwell
as an upper middle class district in the 1950s. North
Balwyn has become identified as a typical home to the
wealthy of post-War Melbourne. This precinct is a perfect example of the domestic qualities aspired to in this
era and in the last years before the War. As such it has
an historical importance as a reminder of the aspirations
shared by many in those years.
Architecturally, the large detached house in its various
1930s styles is the focus of the precinct's significance,
surrounded by period landscape (street trees) and the
concrete roads which identify specifically with 1920s-3Os
estates. Added to the strong group character, the precinct
also has individually important sites.

Doncaster Road
Contains large hip-roof houses, some Moderne style such
as Numbers 19 and 25 also Bungalow style as seen at
2-6
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Precinct 2, Camberwell City Heights and
environs.
These estates exemplify late 19305 housing and the town
planning innovations of the early 19205 (2.1).
Management of the estates would include heritage control overthesubdivision of notable street layouts only in
precinct2.1and typical urban conservation area controls
for precinct 2.0.
History
,
Sub-precinct 2.0, Tramways Estate, Myrtle Park and
environs
The 'Iramways estate meant the evolution of building
I D
-Ro d S
Io ts 10
oncaster a, evern, Maylands, Maud, NichoISO~ and Hatfield Streets in c1913, as part of Elgar's
Special Survey'. Further allotments in Maud, Moody,
Range View, Severn and Buchanan were declared as a

subdivision just before World War One (1914) by the
prolific surveyor, E P Muntz2 . Thackray and Houghton
3
Streets were divided off in the late 1930s •
Whatever the subdivision, however, major parts of these
stre~ts were not developed until around World War1\vo,
dunng the4 recovery from the Great Depression of the
late 19205 •
The layout reflected nothing new ln town planning, each
estate joining onto the grid formed by the other. south
of Doncaster Road. These estates merge with the more
significant Camberwell City Heights. north of Doncaster Road.
S b
.
21
u -preelnct .
.
.
.rne ~mberwell Cl~ Helg?lS (1~2) ~tate surrounds
th.e ma~n streets ~fthlS precinct: Riverview Av.enue and
City View Road.
Other streets were Longview, Panoramic, Hillview and Mountainview: ali named after a

MAUD STREET- HOUSING, DETAILS INSPIRED BY ITALIAN/SPANISH PROVINCIAL SOURCES

1
2
3
4

5

LP6120
LP6489, dec. 23.1.14; LP6355 dec. 8.5,14
LP141S4,15548
refer Site Schedule
LP9874

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991- Significant Areas
vista theme. Its layout (by S. Callanan) was unusual in
•
••
that midway along each block there was a swelling m the
roadway apparently to allow medians with lamp standards (~ot constructed?). At each end of the block,
allotments radiated at the corners to catch the view and
to allow easy flow of the new-found motor traffic.
Promotion of the estate followed the typical pattern:
A FEW FACTS
Which willAppeal to eI'eJ)' Imelligem Man orWoman, especially to'he
Thrifty and Industrious. and 10 thosewith all ambition In Life.
It means MONEY and SUCCESS 10 you to KNOW and appreciate
FACTS.
The THRIF1Y who WiSELY TNVEST theirsOilings aretheones who
LJV£ IN COMFORT.
LAND is 'he ONLYASSET which INFALLIBLY INCREASES IN
VALUEwith thepassing of tlme. the best andmos' profitable investment.

E"e1)' man'sfirst duly;stoJ!Tovide his/om;6' with Q homeoftheir own
• (I gUI·edged 05.Jet for a TOIllY day.
Only dIefoolish pay rent, and are at the mercy a/the landlord, who

may selltheproperty 01 OIly time, leaving a large profit to himself, and
a »tcve, willi higher rent, to theUllhappy tenant:

CAMBER WELL CITY HEIGHTS will gl\'eyou a permanent home
ofyour OWl'. AT LESS COST THAN PAYING RENT, and a sound
im'eStmf1lt, with a sureand substantial profitto yourself, should jon
wWJ to sell.

The road to success is Opf11 to all. The prizes go to the thrifty and
for.seeing, the blanksto the heedless.
It is indisputable thot MELBOURNE J\{UST MORE AND MORE
RAPJDLYDEVELOPAND INCREASEinvalue. CAMBERWELL
is itsBEST and 1Il0st PROGRESSJV£SUBURB. CAMBERWELL
CITY HEIGHTS is die GEM OF CAMBERWELL, and i, Oll~
ami/able by force of circumstances; inasmuch os da'elopmem and
increased kmd values in Camberwell havereached theponu at which
itdoes1101 pay theowners to retain theundividedproperty. NO LESS
THAN 820 NEW BUILDINGS were ERECTED illCAMBERWELL
in the LAST 7WELVE MONTHS, and it is amicipated the nllmber
wilI be a'en GREATER in the COMiNG YEAR. Thepopulation of
Comberwetl is already 23,905 pasoJlS.

PROPERTY IN CAMB15RJYELL within three mites of the City
HeifIJlls, RECENTLY REALIZED OVER £80 PER FOOT byPUB·
LlC AUCTION, while LAND WITHIN EASY WALKING DIS·
TANCE of'he Estateis ALREADY WORTH from £5 TO £30 PER
FOOT; YET £5 PER FOOT ts obolll FOURTIMES the VALUEa'
whiell land is NOW AVAILABLE on the CAMBERWELL CITY
HEIGHTS.

When warbrokeout in 1914. the statistics show thatMelbollme was
o\'er3,000 housesshorto/requirements. Despite thealmostinsuperable difficulties of war-time, and naMitmtan{JJng the absence oJ our
YOII!J8. manhood, it is an establislled fact that all our suburbs have
rapidly expamkd, parneularty the(astem suburbs.

WITH NORMAL TIMES, THE EXPANSION MUST
BE TERRIFIC.
Ills estimated that Melbourne is at present from 10,0001o 11.000
housesshan ofimmediate retpfiremems. white our thousands ofeligible returned soldiers, thousands of immigrants, and thousands of
natural-increasepopulation Inltst beprovided for.

Australia hasreceived a workt-wideodvenuememandimpetus, which
is placingher years ahead of what was already 'he naturally rapid
growth ofa )'oungcounny. Herprimary products- wheal. w001, Im;1,
etc. • arethe bes' the worldcon produce, and mustrtollu goodprices
for yearsto come, whit!: large secondary industries. employing thou'sands 0/ hands, "Q)'e, owing to tile abnormal circumstances, been
finnl)' established, withenomlO!lS capitols, such, for ;mtallce. as Lincoln Knitting Milts, £802.631,. Myer's OrganiuuioJ1S. £1,066,291i
Ne.scle's and-Anglo- Swiss Milk Co., £3,5tJO,OOO; British Tobacco
'Australia £], 173 299' and man others.
1
2
3

Camberwell City Heights estate sale poster, eeL
Sale plan 227, CCL
as a long street, some parts are better than others.

Wi,II these big fiel~ of emplo)m,?,trigh' in OI~r midJ\ and our ,,!rol

population rapIdly Increasmg, 110 ImaJdnonon ISneeded to appreCiate

now THE METROPOLIS MUST DEVELOP and expand, and who'
a RAPID RISE MUST TAKEPLACf m VALUESorLAND Ilk< the
CAMBERWELL CITYHEIGHTS.

Transport was close (trams, DeepdeneStation), the land
was well- drained and it commanded unsurpassable
views (You- Yangs, Macedon, Warburton, etc., by day, by
night..,'a fairy city of one's dreams'). The estate design
had been achieved 'regardless of cost: street paling
fences had been eliminated to ensure clear views to front
gardens, special reserves (medians) had been provided
for 'CENTRAL LIGHTING OF STREETS' and shrub
planting which acted as 'WIND, SHIELDS' and 'dust
curtains,' The terms were also good (five year credit).
The vendors (Camberwell City Heights, P/L), via the
secretary, E.G. Martin, banked with the E.S. & A Bank
and sought legal advice from John W. McComas, Esq.2
Period representation of the surviving building stock
from the era 1931-40 in typical streets is as follows
(1941-55 in brackets):
Buchanan Avenue 6% (84%)
Highbury Street 53%
Houghton Street 22% (78%)
Maud Street 42% (46%)3
Riverview Road 37% (63%)
Thackray Street 79% (21%)
Severn Street 33% (40%)
Historic Themes:
Sub-precinct 2.1
Historical themes underpinning the character of the
estate are the impact of motor transport on design principles and the influence of pioneer ideas in town planning.
Sub-precincts 2.0, 2.1
(i) changes in urban form,land tenure and subdivision
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on
residential and commercial development
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expression

Description
Sub-precinct 2,0
This precinct possesses housing groups which strongly
express medium-sized residential development of the
between-wars period but with many redevelopment
sites intermixed. More streets than those recommended
for the proposed urban conservation area have been
included in the description as a context for those that
are.
Thackray Street
The street contains Old English style houses in brick,
with some Moderne style houses such as Number 12. A
notable example of Old English style is Number 8.

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991- Significant Areas
Other examples include, on the east side of the street,
Numbers 3 and 5, both in a Moderne styleusingdecorative brickwork. Numbers 10, 1 and 2 are not contributory.
Houghton Street

The street contains Camphor Laurel trees, brick villas,
Moderne and Old Englishstyle housesof the late 19305
with a large exampleat 116 Doncaster Road. The east
side has this dominant character but the west side is
patchy (4, 6 only).
Buchanan Avenue

Some Moderne examples (4-8) (rom the period. However, there are many later, austere brick veneers: very
little character in street. Not in precinct
Highbury Street
Street treesare QueenslandBrushBoxand are in period I
tile housing being a mixture of Bungalow styles and
Greek/Old English. However there has been extensive
new development or alteration in the area (2, 6, 10, 12,
16). The street does not form part of the Precinct.
Severn Street

The west side only is part of the precinct: the east side
consists of a Catholicschool and reserve. The character

to the, south end is brick villas, Old English style but
confined to the south end only.
•
Maud Street

Overall thisstreet has a mixtureof periods but there are
somegood 19305 housegroups particularly on the north
and south side between Corhampton and Hatfield
Streets. Non contributory sites include: north Side
(Burke Road to Houghton) 1-7, 17, 49, 51,59, 65,j67,
7'·9,93) and south (between Aylmer and Nicholson)
2-6. Camphor laurel street trees add to the period
expression.
Aylmer Street

East side has goodexamples of the precinct period JUCh
as 17, IS and 13. Only3 and 5 are not contributory. New
developmenton the westside includes 8, and 16.
Osburn Avenue
There are some Moderneexamples, such as Number 17
and the two-storey, Number13also Old English,such as
Number 15. Another notable examplesuch as Number
7. The west side is similar (2-8) but new development
has occurred further south including the Catholic
Church complex.

22 RIVERVIEW ROAD·A CORNER SITE USlNG TH£iNNOVATWE DESiGN OF THECAMBERWELL CnYHEIGHTSESTATE
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Sub-precinct 2.1

Significance

Thevaluable partof the estate takesIn themainaxis and
cross- street of the camberwell City Heights estate
(Cityview and Riverview Roads). In these streets the
estate's unusualplanningdetailsand builtcharacterare
best represented. The planning layout Includes street
widening for landscaped medians midway along their
length and the angled corner house-siting which maximized street frontage exposure and eliminated side
fences (RIverview). features like these weresometimes
incorporated In the new1920-308 estates, probably with
the rising awareness of residential amenity after the
formation of townplanningcommissions nationally.

Sub·precinct 2.0
Although undistinguished in layout (see precinct 2.1)
and mostly purely representative in its built form the
precinct has a strong architectural continuity and is of
local importance and regional interest for Its groupsof
19308 housing (particularly in Maud Street west) the
aspectwhich distinguishes camberwellin the metropolis..
Sub-precinct2.1
One of the major historical forces alteringthe character
of camberwellbetween thewarswasthe introductionof
the motor car. This estate reflects thisimpactInthat It
was deliberately designed to smooth the flow of motor
cars while controlling speeds. The lay- out of the precinct reflects some of the pioneeringattempts to design
housing estates in the motor car age.
The street lay-out expresses embryonic planningideals
in inter- war Melbourne and is evidence of an early
attempt to manage motor trafficin an imaginative fashion without compromising the gardenesque qualities of
the estate. These are innovative design characteristics
explored here more fully thanin mostother subdivisions
of the period. A largepart of the distinctive qualityof
the best Camberwell estatesis the deliberate attempt of
subdividers to create distinctive street patterns. This
exemplifies this aspect of Camberwell and its appearancereflects the experimental applicationoftown-planning principles conducted byprivatesubdividers.
The estate exemplifies the experiments with town-pla~
ning principles conducted byprivatesubdividers to WIn
an edgeovercompetitors.
The housesthemselves reflect a mixture ofstylistic Influencesand periods,but the distinctive lay- out makethis
aspectof the area aregionally important.

Riverview Road
The precinct commences on the east of Riverview Road
at the corner of Panoramic Road, that is,22 (1949) and
21(1949) Riverview Road respectively, andextends west
withboth houses of the mid19308 periodand later. No.
16 Riverview Road (1934) is a notable house from the
era of the estate but others,such as 13, are not.
Mostof thesehouses arisefrom thesecond development
stage,beingfromthe late 19308 andearly 19408 andlater.
Again, onlynumbers 16 and 22 are individually significant.
Cltyview Road
Cityview Road has Moderne stylehouses in red clinker
creamand manganese bricks, extending up both sidesof
the street intermixed with newer non-contributory
development such as 15. Near Doncaster Road examples like the two-storey Moderne style No.3 Cityview
Road (1938) provide some character reference in what
isotherwise morelater development at the south end.
The street contains manyhouses fromboth the estate's
initiation date,such as 5 and 11Cityview Road, and the
recovery surge just before the Second War (Ie. 21-33
Cityview Road). Someof these (3,8 and 21) are Individually notablebut the majority are representative onlyor
later.
DoncasterRoad
Houses contemporary with the estate extend down
Doncaster Road, but these are intermixed with more
recent examples suchas 125.
The overall character of the area is diluted by recent
development, although some major houses exist from
the estate period. The corner sites demonstrate the
principal aimedfor in the originalsubdivision but little
eise in the estate provides a distinctcharacter.
ManaaementPrecinct 2.1
Unlikethe standardrecommendations for conservation
areas in thisreport, the nature of thisestate determines
that onlythesubdivision pattern alongRiverview Road,
in particular, and individually notablesites (A-C grade)
should be protected.
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Precinct 3, Hillcrest Estate (part)
This estate includes significant groups of late 1920sand
1930shousing.
History
The HiUcrest Estate of 1922 included Nungerner and
Metung Streets, their names arising from picturesque
East Gippsland lake-towns and probably used to conjure
up the romance of these newly developed resorts. Lots
sold there at about the same time as the Central Estate
which adjoined on the south.' This was the North Ward
of the Camberwell municipality,where 268 buildings had
been erected in the last 12 months, (two existed on the
estate already). A 'magnificent sports and recreation
ground of about 30 acres' lay 'almost opposite' the estate,
(Balwyn Park). The viewswere 'glorious' to distant Mt.
Macedon and the Great Dividing Range.2 There was
also the electric tram in Whitehorse Road, '...8 minutes
from the estate' and other lines were proposed by the
Tramways Board? A reference in the advertising to

immigration's boom must have been directed at
entrepreneurs.
Not surprisingly, Nungerner Street's housing stock is
dominantly of the mid-to-late 1930s; only sites like Dumbers 1, 3 and 36 being close to the advertised sale period.
Like many of the 1920s estates, the Great Depression
delayed their development until a noticeable recovery in
the mid-1930s.
Description
Nungerner Street
The street trees are in period (Quercus sp., Grev. robustat,
with interesting houses including those from the 19205
and 1930s and the individually notable Number 3, in the
Spanish Mission style. This building faces Numbers 4 and
6 in the Old English style and adjoins other variants on
1920s and 19305 brick houses designs. For example,
Number 13 is a Georgian revival house, two-storey, distinctive, individually notable. There is mixed new
development from 16 onwards to the north, on the west

3l'.'UNGERt"{ER STREET: SPANISH PORCH M'DQUAINTATTIC

1
2
3

LPll260, plan 216 CCL
ibid.
ibid.

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 - Significant Areas
side, but there is continuing fidelity to the period on the
east side with a sprinkling of the same on the west.
Slgnll1cance
A chMacteristic grouping of 1930s domestic building
types. This precinct is significant in evoking the character of 1930s subdivisions and the range of styles introduced to Camberwell in this period. Many variations in
decoration but substantial continuity in form and
materials. A strong theme in the precinct is the use of
rough render and patterned decorative brick. These elements reflect the character of much of the suburb's 1930s
building.
The precinct demonstrates important historical themes
in the history of Camberwell. Principal amongst these
are the strong associations with Britain and a nostalgic
attachment to 'Old English' housing styles.
This
dominant British affiliation has always been a crucial
theme in Camberwell's history. The estate also has significance in that it is a superior example of the process of
subdivision and building in the period between the wars
in Camberwell. During this period the north ward became an important site of new housing development,
prompted by the Whitehorse Road tram. The estate,
subdivided in the 1920s and built on in the 1930s and
created close to an electric tram service, exemplifies the
links between transport, subdivision and building typical
of this part of CamberweU.
Historical theme represented: as a relativelyintact group
of 1930s houses, the precinct reflects. the stylistic variety
in standard building in Camberwell, The precinct still
maintains the character of the 1930s suburb, one of the
critical decades in the suburb's history. ie.
(i) changes in urban form, land tenure and subdivision
(ii) changes in social form and its impact on the physical
form
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on
residential and commercial development (v) typical
residential lifestyles and their physical expression
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Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 - Significant Areas

Precincts 4 & 5, Balwyn Park Estate (part)
History
Percy (part), Norbert and Austin (part) Streets were the
core of the 'Grill...Arzer Estate, Upper Hawthorn", and
boasted a site directly opposite the mansion of R. Reid,
Esq. It was also to be served by a station on the Outer
Circle Line and was shown on sale plans to be remarkably
close to both Canterbury Station and Balwyn Road 2. It
was also shown east of Belmore Park. The estate was
designed by noted architects, Terry & Oakden.
The sale was on the first Saturday in March, 1885; luncheon was served and free railway passes were available.
The terms were £5 down and the balance in up to 18
months?
The Outer Circle had been first suggested in 1873, but not
until 1884 was the first section opened, (North Melbourne
to Royal Park).4 Part of the estate (Percy, Norbert

streets) was resold as the Balwyn Park estate, barely
months later. This lime no Outer Circle Railway crossed
the sale plan, but, a probabl~ station lay in 'Cotham Road'
at the end of Austin Street.
Possibly because the railway arrived too late, today's
houses in the estate represent more the 19205 and 19305
than the Victorian boom era. Selling of parts of the
adjoining Central Estate (1919-1922) may.have interes!ed
buyers of the old Balwyn Park Estate In constructmg
houses or selling. 6 The prolific E.P. Muntz surveyed tfe
Cremorne Street section of the Central Estate (1919).
Typical street period expression of identified sites in t~e
era 1916- 1940 is as follows with sites from 1916·30 in
brackets:
Austin Street 90% (35%)
Crernorne Street 91% (45%)
Edmond Street 75% (75%)

4 AtiS1l:'\ sraser- A CALIFORJ.\;lA'l BUNGALOWWITH OLD GARDEZ'l" A'\D FE;,\CE

1
2
3
4
5

sale pIan torn
plan not to scale!
Sale poster. LP218: plan 1885. CCL
Beardsell & Herber'. TheOuterCircleRailway. p.1
LP427.plan eCL

6

LPs 7722. 9651

7

ibid.

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 - Significant Areas
Kalimna Street 85% (51%)
Norbert Street 76% (13%)
Percy Street 84% (35%)
Walker Street 71% (0%)
Historic Themes:
(ii) changes in social form and its impact on the physical
form
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expres-

sion
Description
KaJimna Street
The street contains Californian Bungalow timber construction at the northern end and west side, all on a
modest scale.
Cremorne Street
There is a sprinkling oftimber Californian Bungalows but
there are many new developments in between. Camphor
Laurel street trees are in period. The street does not form
part of the Precinct.
Austin Street
The Queensland Brush Box street trees and Camphor
Laurel are in period with estate which' includes Californian Bungalow and later brick styles. with some Italian
villa styles, particularly Number 18. Good Bungalows
include Number 11 and Number 9 in the Californian type
and the Indian type, Number 8. Old English style examples include Numbers 6, 4 and 12.
Edmund Street
Californian Bungalows in the main, timber construction,
many altered.
Walker Street
Some timber Bungalows (cl925-30) but many later mainly
brick styles.
Norbert Street
Camphor Laurel street trees, much new development
north end, otherwise original fabric is timber Bungalows,
including an Indian Bungalow at Number 23 and some
later brick styles, 21 included. Number 15 is another
example.
Percy Street
The street has a concrete roadway, 1920s and 30s brick
housing stock, some Old English and Bungalows, as in
Number 7 and Number 6. There are some Mediterranean villas, as in Number 19, an individually notable
example. Old English, as in Number 25, and the typical
Californian Bungalow, Number 27. There is new
development at the north end.
Significance
Streets with a range of forms and styles from the 1920s
and 1930s: while not typically the home of the wealthier
groups in the suburb, this area demonstrates the more
standard homes of Camberwell,
The historical themes of inter-war building and residence
of a range of white collar class grouping give significance
to the precinct. Interest lies in its typicality as a middlelevel suburban estate rather than its design by architects
or residence by any elite group.

This area is historically important as a typical example of
Camberwell's inter-War housing development.
Whereas the character of this period has been disrupted
in other parts of the city, it survives well here. The area
is also distinguished because of the survival of period
elements (concrete roadways) in the public space of the
suburb. It is a superior surviving example of the form of
typical inter-War housing estates in Camberwell.
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Precinct 6~ Holyrood estate
Two residential streets, concrete paved, with notable
early 1930s housing groups and a historical connection to
the former
mansion, Holyrood at the
Holyrood/Riversdale Road corner and St Dominic's
church at the Dominic Street corner. Catholic occupation
of these lots coincided with the development of the estate
around them: hence St Dominic's sites are included in the
proposed urban conservation area although incompatible
in scale and materials.
History
Named after the nearby Riversdale Road mansion from
which the land was taken for the estate, the Holyrood
(q.v.) subdivision was lodged for approval in 1924 by
t
surveyor, S. Callanan.
Callanan had also laid out
Camberwell City Heights and the Summerhill Road Es2
tate.
Its main streets were Holyrood, Dominic (S1.
Dominic's was at the corner with Riversdale Road) and

Hunter. Their concrete roads (in part) and mainly early
1930's housing allow the estate to epitomize the continuation of the massive growth in house numbers compared
to other Melbourne suburbs in that era? Meanwhile the
advent of the tramway in 1916 along Riversdale Road
helped focus the placement of this new population.
Holyrood (q,v.), later St. Dominic's priory, was owned in
1895by Anglesea Highett and later occupied by the noted
metallurgist, Sir John Higgins,"
The 1929 MMBW Record Plan showed a thin sprinkling
of houses in the area with concentrations only in Carramar Avenue and Doonkuna Avenue east. Streets in
the Holyrood Estate were largely vacant except for
Hunter Road.s
Street period expression for identified sites from the era
1926- 30 and, in brackets, the era 1931·40 are:
Dominic Street 60% (32%)
Holyrood Street 39% (48)%

15 DOMINIC STREET· ARTS & CRAFTS BUNGALOWAS SHOWN BYITS ARCHED PORCH

1
2
3
4
5

LPI0534
LPs 9874, 11185
See Environmental History; in 1929 Camberweli had the most houses built in the Melbourne metropolitan area
See Vol.4
~i~lBW RP75
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Hunter Road 43% (26%)
Historic Themes:
Historical themes: Progress and wealth of CamberweUin
the late twenties and then through the worst years of the
depression. ie.
(i) changes in urban form, land tenure and subdivision
(ii) changes in social form and its impact on the physical
form
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on residential and commercial development
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expression
Description
Dominic Street
The street has a concrete roadway. Housing is generally
masonry, in a combination of stucco and brick, using the
Old English style, such as in Number 6, and the Bungalow
style, such as in Number 15, also llalian villa style (Number 17). The street character strengthens towards the
south.
There are some original fences, such as in 18, 16 and 20.
Hllfyrood Street
Masonry face brick and stucco houses in the Mediterranean and Old English style, with a concrete road and
Queensland Brush Box street trees iLophostemon COIlfernls) empathetic with the era. Non-conforming development of recent date include Numbers 6, 6A and 8, also
10 and 12, almost eliminating the contribution of the
northern end, west side of street, to the precinct. However, given the inclusion of the church complex and sites
along Wattle Valley Road, the precinct boundary takes in
the whole estate at this point.
Hunter Road, north side only.
Consists mainly of stucco Italian villastyle houses. The
south side contains the notable 12 Hunter Road which
extends across a wide frontage via its landscape but this
house is otherwise isolated from the streetscape and is not
included in the precinct.
Wattle Valley Road
The frontage in the Holyrood estate (precinct 6) has
similar era housing (late 1920s),but they are mainlylarger
dwellings.There is some new development and also some
earlier Bungalow style houses.
Slgnlftcance
Historically, an estate with the essential elements of the
later 1920s development of CamberweU.
Architecturally, very expressive of the c1925-35 era, with
the building stock, street trees and road pavement all
specifically related to that era also adjoining an important
and prominent church building (St. Dominic's) of the
same era which acts as a signpost to the residential estates
around it.
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Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 - Significant Areas

Precinct 7, Cambenvell Estate extension
(part)
An area displaying two important growth era in
Camberwell's history. the late 19th century and the consolidation of the 1920- 30s. This part of the estate has
mature 19th century landscape elements and an unusual
herringbone-pattern street layout.
History
The Camberwell Estate extension of 1891 included
Glyndon, Hampton, Nevis Streets and Wattle Valley
Road. 1 Thomas Walker Fowler, civil and hydraulic engineer, surveyor and architect, of Collins Street, laid it
out. His private residence was in Carlyle Street, in
nearby Upper Hawthorn,2
The similarly titled distinctive herringbone plan subdivision which followed was the surveying work of George
Parsons & Sons, who declared it in many parts during
1914.3 Major selling points for the estate included the
Hartwell Station which adjoined it on the south-west,
,,,,,,

,/(.
~~

the proximity to the (proposed) tramway, gas and water
reticulation through the estate, lot sizes up to 230 feet
deep and its height. It was 212 feet above sea level."
Electric lighting wires ran along Riversdale Road. The
narrow strip between the estate and Wattle ValleyRoad
was shown then as fenced land belonging to Mr. (James)
Baillieu (number 125?).5
The 1929 MMBW Record Plan shows Baillieu's
"Warrambine" as just one of a number of large villas
facing Wattle Valley Road, such as "Bona Vista" (142),
"Redcourt" (138) and "Lauriston" (138), until a regular
house-lot grid took over south of Warrambine, on the
west side of the road." Glyndon Road was all but empty,
except a well-populated frontage block bounded by Carramar and Doonkuna Avenues. 7
Overall the area shows the two major development
phases as the large villas of the Victorian & Edwardian
Era sprinkled through the similarly scaled but closer
settled houses of the 19205and 1930s.
~.,.
,~,,'

~·:r~." .... ".

~~ ~~-~
).. :'

. '

,~

1

LP3321
D1892

3
4
5
6
7

LPs 6507, parts 1 & 2
Sale Plan 65, cci,
See Vol. 4, buill 1892
MMBW RP75, 1929 compiled
ibid.
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1YPlcal street period expression of Identified sites from
the 1916-40 era with the era, 1926-30in brackets:
Glyndon Road 98% (44%)
Kalang Road 93% (59%)
Nevis Street 95% (49%)
'Mlttle Valley Road (part) 53% (16%)
Historic Themes:
(1) Relation to Hartwell Station exemplifies the role of
transport in subdivision
(2) Street trees and publie space reflect the 'natural'
character which distinguished Camberwell. This estate,
more than many others, reflects the 'Garden Suburb'
character of Camberwell.
(3) Herringbone subdivision pattern distinguishes the
area from other subdivisions and are typical of the
attempts to give Camberwell a distinctive character
through using variations in standard lay-out.
(4) Range of intact and high-quality houses In the precinct expresses the superior quality of manyCamberwell
subdivisions of the period.

Description
Glyndon Road
TIle north end has fair Bungalow character, of mainly
brtckandstuccoconstruction: dominant on the east side,
and intermixed with later development progressing to
the south. Strong character resumes at approximately
number 28 and progresses to the south, particularly on
the east side where Bungalows are intermixed with some
Old English style revivals, in large houses. An area of
individually notable houses includes 62 to 66, including
Modeme style houses, such as 72.
KalangRoad
Has a mixture of timber and brick Bungalowera houses.
Fordham Avenue.
Similar period shopping centre attached to area, numbers 112-128, c1930.
Nevis Street
Good street trees (Queensland Brush BoxLophostenron
confena), Bungalow, Italian VIlla style and Old English,
mainly masonry, intermixed with newdevelopment, particularly aD south side and particularly after Wattle Valley Road (not in the Precinct).
Wattle ValleyRoad
Contains significant man-made landscape and specimen
trees surrounding individually notable villas from the
Victorian & Edwardian Era followed by those from the
19205·305 (see 153 with notable garden), mainly of
masonry construction. However there have been major
redevelopments aiso in this section of the street.
Newor altered development Includes:101,105, 115-119,
126,127,138,14O,141,142,146,145A, 148,150,159,and
161.
Significance
Historically, significant in its break from the traditional
grid pattern ofsubdivision. A precursor of other experimental street lay-outs in Camberwell streets. Also perceivable in Wattle Valley Road as two development

layers, each compatible with the other and evidently
Inter-related; large and significant houses from the
Victorian & Edwardian Era as a precedent for simUar
houses of the area's other major growth era.
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Precinct 8, Sunnyside Estate
History
Surveyor, Walter Webb, was also responsible for the Glen
Iris Heights (1916, 1918). Further south in the same period he laid out the Sunnyside estate.l Owen & J .C.
Adams was the joint selling agency and solicitors were
Fink, Best & Miller. 2
Sunnyside was promoted as having 'no equal in Australia,'
'every 101... a perfect piece of nature's handiwork' and at
'the very summit of Burke Road...Right on the Electric
Tram Route.' Claimed provision of ornamental shade
trees, a made road and an 'Extensive Panorama of Views
from every lot, unrivaled in Australia' is typical of the
boosting given to estates of this type. Specifics included
claimed proximity to recreation, transport, shops, schools
and churches; the provision of services; no 'unnecessary
business premises' (land-use zoning); and no unsightly

13 SUNNYSIDEAVENUE

1
2

LP1396
Plan 42. 31Sf6 CCL

3

transfer81218418.11.1918

4
5

Plans42. 355f6and 69. CCL
ibid.

iron-roof buildings, (materials control). Other. contr?ls
built into the title included a minimum construction pnce
of £600 (excluding architect's fees), a minimum front
set-back of9.5 metres
feet) and that there sho~ld be
only one house per lot .The terms were £10 ~eposlt. ~d
5 years of payments at 5% interest. The prices prod In
Sunnyside Avenue were around the £3 to £317/- per foot
on the north side, to £21,16/- to £3 on the south; tbe
difference possibly reflecting the emerging sun-awareness for north facing rear yards.4 Given the estate's
location On the south side of a hill, the misnomer,
'Sunnyside' was a stroke of marketing genius.
A 1919 sale'plan showed photographs of typicall.y Bungalow-styled houses, with wire fences, already built on the
estate. .These were termed 'Modern Distinctive Homes'
and their occupants, 'Sunnysiders.f
Unlike many of the 1920s subdivisions, Sunnyside was
sold and built on almost immediately after the war's end,

pO
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stalling any effects of the Depression. Most houses date
from c1918-c1926 and only a few intrusions have occurred
since, mainly in the 1970s and 1980s.
Street period expression of identified sites from the era
1916-40 with those from the era 1916-25 in brackets:
Cochran Avenue 82% (76%)
Currajong Avenue 82% (75%)
Pine Avenue 75% (47%)
Sunnyside Avenue 86% (81%)
Historic Themes:
It is a fine example of the use of controlled building and
siting in the immediate post World War One period.
Reflects the themes of electric tramway influence on
subdivision, by-law and covenant control over building
and Camberwell's identification with high-quality Bungalow estate development of the early 1920s.
The link between subdivision and public transport was
typical of Camberwell. The control of the estate through
covenants, etc. was a significant distinguishing characteristic of many Camberwell subdivisions. This impact of
these themes survives more clearly in this Estate than in
many' other parts of Camberwell.
~ ~,

, I '.

Description
Pine Avenue
The street has Bungalow era character but with new
development, particularly on the south side. Some Bungalow examples have been altered, such as 13 and 15,
whilst the new houses such as 19 are unrelated to Bungalow era and major redevelopment has occurred around
26 and 28. Brick construction is dominant.
Cochran Avenue
The street has Bungalow era brick and stucco houses,
some redeveloped such as 21, with new unrelated houses
such as Numbers 12 and II.
Currajong Avenue
The street has Indian and Californian Bungalow era style
houses, many altered in detail. There are mature street
trees, mainly Plane, and some redeveloped sites such as
Numbers 20 and 28.
Sunnyside Avenue
The street has pronounced Bungalow era character, Indian and Californian, some original fences and gardens,
and notable individual houses such as Number 23. There
are also mature oak street trees (Q1terClIs Roburs.
Burke Road
The Burke Road frontage to the estate also has dominant
Bungalow era housing character with individually important examples ie. 486-490 Burke Road.
Significance
A fine intact estate with elements of land-use zoning and
lay-out controls evident in its form (residential only zoning, minimum site frontages/areas per house, plus covenants determining minimum house values etc.). The
importance of the precinct is enhanced because of the
uniformity of period characteristics found within the limits of the original estate, the boundary of the present
precinct.

The buildings date from an uncharacteristically narrow
span of years. This estate reflects the character of immediate post- World War One development. More than
any other area of Carnberwell this estate repeats the
character of immediate post- World War One development. Its intact rows of Bungalows, its consistency of
materials, set-backs and street planting all register elements favoured in more expensive suburban estates. The
Bungalows here have a standard appearance (red brick
with cream facings) but varied decorative facade elements (especially in placement and form of the porch,
gable characteristics and fenestration).
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Precinct 9t Cambenvell Road Estate (part)
The precinct has some fine Bungalow groups such as in
Aroha Crescent which also has the curved street form
characteristic of the ideal Bungalow-era estates.

History
Named as the Carnberwell Road Estate, this pan of the
subdivision was comprised of Athelstan Road, Acneron
Avenue and Aroha Crescent. AJ. Muntz declared the
area in 1924 over a similar subdivision declared by one
D. Hardie two years earlier. 1 The 1931 MMBW Record
Plan does not reflect this progress. Instead, it shows just
Athelstan Road, awaiting the insertion of Acheron and
Aroha across the fence lines still formed around a large
2
villa facing Canterbury Road. Where Aroha Crescent
ends, was a small reservoir?
The crescent's curving form and concentration of Bungalows parallels the popularity of Bungalow courts elsewhere (see Kerr Crescent. Camberwell). A concept
which had arisen in west coast America, the court pro-

vided potentially higher density of Bungalows closely
spaced in a cul-de-sac, The crescent was a refinement
of this to provide dynamic view lines to houses with
progress into the court and regulated the flow of motor
traffic to a slower pace, as used earlier by Burley Griffin
at Heidelberg but rarely elsewhere in the state.
Street period expression of identified sites from the era
1916-40 with those from Ihe era 1916-25 in brackets:
Acheron Avenue 88% (25%)
Arona Crescent 100% (70%)
Athelstan Road 61% (50%)
Hazel Street 46% (19%)~

Historic Themes:
II has the typical 19205 building style and innovative
street lay-out and so is indicative of CamberweU's place
at the forefront of suburban style in the inter-war decades.
(1) Reflect the Characteristic buildings of inter-War
Carnberwell.

21 ATHELSTAN ROAD· ONE OF THE TYPICAL BUNGALOWS, WITH THEIR GABLED TlLEDROOFS, HERE WITH ANADDED
CARPORT BUT THE A TYPICAL FENCE OF THE PERJODRE.'v{AINS.

1
2
3
4

LPs 107481; 10749
MMBW RP76· probably no! updated
ibid.
ie north side only

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 - Significant Areas
(2) Shows the use of innovative street patterns.
(3) Street trees match the period and reflect the desire
to make Camberwell a perfect 'Garden Suburb:
Description
Aroha Crescent
This is a fine group of medium-sized brick mainly Californian Bungalows with period street trees (Queensland
Brush Box). Among them, Number 2 has remnants of
the original garden and 4 has its fence. Only 9 has been
altered, albeit in an empathetic if over-scaled manner.
Acheron Avenue
The Bungalow quality extends out into Acheron Avenue, which has extensive Bungalowgroups north almost
to CamberweII Road and period street trees (Queensland Brush Box). The later Old English flat blocks at the
north and south ends do not affect the overall character.
Altered or new sites are almost confined to the east side:
9, 23, 28, 29, and 31. Bungalow gardens and fences
include 16.
Athelstan Road
Number 37 Athelstan, on the corner of Aroha Crescent,
is part of the Precinct. Some Bungalow character extends north from Aroha along Athelstan on the eastside,
but is patchy on the west side. Bungalows extend south
along Athelstan from Hazel, a good group starting at 57
and moving north. Again, some patches on the west side
around 72 onwards, or 70. The Camphor Laurel street
trees in Athelstan are notable. New or altered sites
include: (eastside) 49,33,17, 15, n,ll,and 9; (westside)
2, 8, 10, 30, 32, 34, 38, 42, 44, 50, 54, and 56.
Hazel Street
The Bungalow character also extends along the north
side only of Hazel Street.
Significance
Valuable for the concentration of the Bungalow house
style, in part matched by an innovative curvilinear street
pattern, and the public and private landscape which goes
with that era. HistoricalIy it is indicative ofCamberwelI's
place at the forefront of suburban growth and house
styles in the inter-war decades and significant for its
comparatively high concentration of inter-War Bungalow housing and its innovative use of crescents and
courts in street lay-out. The houses here are superior
in their integrity and shared characteristics and the street
pattern is a superior example of inter-War estate planning. CamberwelI's reputation as a desirable suburb is
rested largely on these two qualities.
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Precinct 10, Toorak Estate
Camberwell's finest Bungalow-era estate, having the concrete roads, period street trees and the well-preserved
mainly brick Bungalow housing stock.
History
Known as the Toorak Estate (Turner, Howitt and Burke
Road) in 1888, its layout came from Thomas H. Braim,
Jnr. (Bruford & Braim), then of Inglesby Road,
Camberwell.' Nearly 40 years later it was revived in a
slightly different form <.fepean Street added?), as declared by J.G. Gillespie."
Analysis reveals the followingperiod expression percentages for the era 1916·1925:
Howitt Street 79%
Nepean Street 81%
Turner Street 69%
Of interest, is the 11% of sites judged to be pre-1900 in
.
3 '
Howitt Street, and 12% in Turner Street; e.g. numbers
11, 12 Howitt Street and 10 Turner Street. Meanwhile ,

the Burke Road frontages contained larger lots, which
generated larger, generally 19205and 19305,houses, particularly at corners.
"
Historical Themes:
Influence of electric tramways on estate subdivision;
building form and the style characteristic of high-quality
estates of the First World War and after.
Historical themes represented.
(1) Influence of electric tramways on estat!esubdivision;
building form and style characteristic of h~h-quality estates of the First World War and after.
(2) The influence of by-law planning is reflected in the
larger size of blocks and houses fronting the major street
(Burke Road) and the larger scale of buildings on corner
blocks. Camberwell Council made a deliberate attempt
to regulate buildings at corners and along main roads in
Camberwell, to counteract what they saw as the degradation of major streets because of increased traffic. This

35./ BURKE ROAD- FULLY DEVELOPED BUNGALOWSTi1.E HOUSE WITH FEA-CEAND GARDEN FROM THE PERIOD.

z

I

D1889.LP2045
LP9260. 1922
See Appendices

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 • Significant Areas
estate demonstrates clearly the response to this threat to
the image of the suburb.
Description
Turner Street
The street has a concrete roadway and mainly Bungalow
era development. There are some original garden elements, such as Number 16, with a palm. New intrusions
include Number 10 and residual Victorian era houses,
Numbers 4 and 6.
Howitt Street
The street has a concrete roadway and a period Pin Oak
avenue. Individually significant Bungalows such as Number 2, are in near original condition. It is typical of other
red brick and stucco Bungalows throughout the estate.
Nepean Street
The street has a concrete roadway, and Bungalow style
housing also, there are some later Old English style
houses, especially on the south side.
Significance
An estate developed largely from 1916 to 1925 with a
range of styles characteristic of the period.
A notable Bungalow estate developed largely from 1916
to 1925with a landscape and road pavement characteristic of the period. Built near to major electrified tramway
routes and historically representative of the influence of
electric tramways on estate subdivision; building form
and style characteristic of high-quality estates of the First
World War and after.
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Precinct 11, Goodwin Street & Somerset
Road
History

The two estates around Goodwin Street and Somerset
Road also included Denman Avenue and Lincoln Street.
(Tyrone estates"). The surveyor, E.L. Braid, declared
the first in October, 1929, and James G. Gillespie, the
other, in December. 1 Gillespie was also responsible for
the Cotham Hill, Belmont Heights and Parkside Estates.
Braid surveyed the Burke Road Gardens estate and,
coincidentally, a revision of the Cotham Hill Estate?
Surveyed one year after the Wall Street crash, the entrepreneurs must have been intrepid. Representation of the
immediate post- Depression era (cl931-4O) is, nevertheless, strong in the component streets i.e.
Goodwin Street 92%
Somerset Road 70% (97% 1916-40)
Most houses were built in the late 1930s (c1934-8), 1934
being the beginning of building revival throughout the

~~.

~V- .f;I;"<~,
,'.

"'\

.>.-"

GOODWIN STREET

1
2
3

LPs 13193. 13196
LP15004. 12525
See analysis. site schedule

3

State.
Somerset Road has a similar age profile. The
1916 tramway in Toorak Road presumably aided the
growth of this estate.
Historic Themes:
Historical themes represented: Late 1930s building
boom in Camberwell; a range of stylistic references,
especially nostalgic elements such as the Old English
styles, identified with the period.
(i) changes in urban form, land tenure and subdivision
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on residential and commercial development
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expression
Description
Goodwin Street
The character of the street is strongly in the 1930s villa
idiom, with face brickwork and in many cases unpainted
coloured stucco dominating. There are many original
fences and gardens. There is also some use of the Mod-

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991- Significant Areas
erne style, Old English and Mediterranean villa with
timber construction, more the case at the west end. Individually notable houses include Number 9 with its parged
stucco work and unusual Mediterranean villa style, also
the patterned brickwork on 5 and similar parging on
Number 3.

Somerset Road
This street has a continuation of the Goodwin Street
character, with brick and stucco Moderne and Mediterranean villa styles, fences and gardens.
Although the Precinct extends only to include No. 25, as
the last house to the north, patches of similar housing do
extend to the north.
Significance
A good and near intact example of the late 1930sestates
and historically representative of the late 1930s building
boom in Camberwell with a range of stylistic references,
especially nostalgic elements identified with the period.
The estate is a classic example of the strength of
Camberwell's building industry in the years immediately
after the Depression, a period critical to the surviving
character of the suburb. The speed of Camberwell's
revival from the Crash distinguished it from other Melbourne suburbs.
The Estate has a relatively high concentration of highquality buildings which survivefrom the later-193Os, when
Camberwell was at the forefront of building in Victoria.
Of particular importance here are the Moderne and
Mediterranean styles, important characteristic buildings
of the decade and better represented here than in other
parts of the suburb.
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Precinct 12, Summerhill Estate

(lots 3~ 40 in Adrian Street, lots 1 & 2 in Summerhill

A residential development by a local entrepreneur which
exhibits well the housing stock and styles of the late
1920s-3Os, with period street trees (Camphor Laurel).

Road).
Again, years passed before these lots were developed.
Much of Adrian, Brandon, Celia, Florizel, et.al, streets
were built up in the mid-to-late 193Os. Early houses
include 15 Adrian, 24, 25 and 27 Brandon, 22 Celia and 5
6
Hortense Streets, all in the late 1920s.
Street period expression of identified sites from the era
1916-40with those from the era 1931-40 in brackets:
Adrian Street 94% (88%)
Audrey Crescent 76%
Brandon Street 92% (86%)
Celia Street 88% (75%)
Florizel Street 86%
Hortense Street 81% (79%)

History
The Summerhill Estate of 19:25 was a large one, encompassing nearly 600 house sites flanking a creek (later
labeled as a sewerage reserve) and the deep Outer Circle
Line cutting. 1 The subdivision was declared and surveyed by S. Callanan.2 Nearby, the Camberwell Council
had acquired land for the Summerhill Park, in anticipation of new homes. 3 'Gas, water and electric light' were
close by on the north, as was a sprinkling of new houses."
The sole selling agent was T.M. Burke, PJL and lot prices
were clearly stated on his sale poster. Most lots were
priced between £150 and £250, but some were over £300

32 HORTENSE STREET, A DISTINCTIVE CORNER HOUSE IN THE ESTATE

1
2
3

LP11185
Plan 456, CCL
EHD,p.110

4
5
6

cCL
Plan 116,CCL
See schedule
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Historic Themes:
Work of prominent local developer, stylistic range of
inter-war building.
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expression
(x) significant persons and sites associated with them.
Description
Adrian Street
This street has late 1920s to early 1930sstucco and brick
housing, many with original fences and gardens. Styles
are generally of the Old English with Mediterranean villa
styles, residual Bungalows and with the Moderne style
represented by Number 36.
Hortense Street
This street has mainly 1930s houses, with individually
notable houses such as Number 6 in the Moderne style,
again with many original fences and gardens and styles
varyingfrom the Indian Bungalow (Number 5), to the Old
English style. Other individually significant houses include 32 Hortense Street which is an unusual design at
the corner. Hortense Street south has some later developuiellt, but it retains the general character of the rest of
the street.
Audrey Crescent
This street has 1930sand 1940s houses, Number 28being
a good example of the Moderne style. West of Florizel,
there is new development, substantially unrelated to the
rest of the estate.
Brandon Street
Some mixed redevelopment on the south, but stronger
character around Aerial Avenue, where Old English
style, Moderne style and original fences and gardens
provide some dominant character.
Celia Street
This street has Camphor Laurel street trees, stucco and
brick, Moderne and Old English style houses with many
original fences and gardens. Frequent use of patterned
brickwork, manganese, heeler brickwork and other types.
Florizel Street
This street has some redevelopment, but generally face
brick Moderne, Old English style housing. Camphor
Laurel street trees dominant, one notable house being
Number 41 in the half-timbered Old English style and
Number 29 showing patterned brickwork, corner siting
and mature garden. Number 23 has rounded curves in
the Moderne style.
Significance
A good example of the work of a prominent local developer, T.M. Burke. The buildings are consistent in date
from the late 192Os, expressing the character of this important period in Camberwell's development. Historically, this was the work of prominent local developer, and
architecturally it shows the stylistic range of inter-war
building.
Important as a large and relatively intact subdivision.
Summerhill Estate is also a good example of the work of
a prominent local developer, T.M. Burke. Burke was
active in Eastern Suburbs subdivision during the 1920s

and was responsible for several subdivisions in
Camberwell, many of them smaller than this. The buildings are consistent in dating from the late 1920s and
express the character of this important period in
Camberwell's development. Compared to nearby areas
the precinct includes a better range of characteristic
styles supported by period streetscape (through fences,
private plantings and street trees).
Themes represented. Work of prominent local developer, stylistic range of inter-War building.

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 - Significant Areas

Precinct

13~

Glen Iris Heights Estate

History

'Probably nowhere in the world, so near to a great metropolis, may be found such a wonderful cyclorama of
'See the richly timbered Dandenong and
views.'
Warburton Ranges to the east...See the distant Macedon
Range, stretching along the western skyline, with the
great City of Melbourne and its Notable Buildings...'
You could also see the You- Yangs (on a clear day) and
even the estate's lot frontages had been staggered so that
vi
. 1
one house would not obscure anot her's
er's view,
opposite.
Street names followed Aboriginal precedents. Barina
meant 'summit,' Kardinia was 'sunrise,' Lurnea, 'here I
rest,' and Courang was 'brown gravel.' High Street ('a
fine, wide, made, government road, leading from St. Kilda
Road to Ferntree Gully') bounded the estate on the south
and sale plans depicted 'ornamental shade trees' and
electric trams (once extended) along its length. War

13KARDINIA ROAD

1

Plan 3/49A. CCL

2
3

ibid.
ibid.

Bonds and Certificates were acceptable means of payJ
rnent."
The Californian or 'artistic' Bungalow villa comprised the
early character of the area, (houses had been built in
Courang Road on lots 84, 85, 68, 69, 71, 72 and in High
Street on lots 1 and 76, with names like Ontario (72),
Toronto, Delahunty).3 The estate was declared by surveyor, Walter Webb, in 1916 and 19~8; hence, predictably, today's precinct character remains as the B~~galow
era with most sites in Barina, Courang, Kardinia and
Lu;nea being from pre-1930. Exceptions include major
through-roads like High Street and Glen Iris Road, where
many sites stem from the 1930s or la~er..
.
Typical street period expression of Identified s~tes from
the era 1916-40with those from the era 1916-30 In brackets:
Ashburton Road 92% (65%)
Barina Road 88% (81%)
Courang Road 76% (60%)
Kardinia Road 88% (80%)

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 - Significant Areas
Lurnea Road 76% (60%)
Historic Themes:
The process of subdivision, sale and building extended
over more than one decade. Influence of transport; impact of town planning initiatives.
Description
Courang Road
This street has a Californian and Indian Bungalow mixture, with mainly timber construction but some brick.
Lurnea Road
This street has Bungalow character in brick and timber,
but intermixed with some new development also oak
street trees, some original fences and gardens.
High Street Road
This frontage has some individually significant houses,
including one on the corner of Kardinia Road.
Kardinia Road
This street has Bungalow style houses in brick and timber,
with notable examples such as Number 13 with its chain
and pier fence and semi-circular porch, an Indian Bungalow derivative. There are pin oak street trees, empathetic
to the-period and a Spanish Mission style house, Number
21, (altered), Some new development is intermixed.
BarI~Road

This street has Bungalow era housing in brick and timber,
some Old English style houses but with some new brick
development intermixed,
Glen Iris Road
The east side has impressive examples of 1930s housing
towards south end, including Old English style and Moderne style (177), also Bungalow period relating to balance
of Precinct.
Ashburton Road
This street has a strong Bungalow stucco brick character.
Significance
A subdivision with most houses dating from the Bungalow
period. It reflects the influence of transport in these
subdivisions created in the First World War and then built
on in the 1920s; indicative of an attempt at controlled
development and planning. Historically it shows the process of subdivision, sale and building extended over more
than one decade, the influence of transport and impact of
town planning initiatives.
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Precinct 13.01, Albion Road & High Street
Glen Iris Shopping Centre
History
Adjoining the residential Precinct 13 (Glen Iris Heights
Estate), the strip was comprised largely of the AJ. Muntz
and Ivo Charlesworth's c1924 subdivision surveys.' A
later addition to commercial sites in the area was K.N.
Stevenson's 1937 subdivision. 2 A butcher's shop (20
High Street), cake shop (24), Kneen's service station
(10-lOa), the Kit Kat Library (17), Thom & Johnson's
drapery and fuel merchant, J.G. Horne, were among the
long-term elements in the centre during the c1920-50
period. 3 There was a chemist's shop at 39 High Street,
confectioners at 41 and 33, a grocery at 43 and, for a short
time, a bank (E.S. & A.) at 28 High Street,"
Description
The north side of High Street at the east end of the
precinct (east of Glen Iris Road) is from the 1930s pre·

dominantly, extending up to 55 High Street which ,has
unfortunately been painted, obscuring its coloured brickwork. The main shop row in this section extends from 51
to the west, ending at 45 High Street. Wall materials are
a clinker red and cream brick combination embellished
with a cement string-mould streamline which ties together window pairs on the upper level and extends
around the faceted corner facade of 45 High Street. The
canopy is, in part, original with original ~offits and
shopfronts, such as at 49 and 51 with its salt ~d pepper
body tiling and distinctive orange and yellowfriezes running at doorhead height. Some retiling has occurred on
49. The balance of the shopfronts, at 45 and 47 High
Street, have been replaced.
West of Glen Iris Road is a commercial streetscape more
dedicated to the 1920s, with the two types of upper-level
elevations being the parapetted type, with dividing piers,
and the expressed, usually tiled, rooftype also set between
dividing piers. Again, red brick and both textured and

12- 36 HIGH STREET, SHOWING THE TWO-STOREYDOMINANCE IN THIS SECTION

1
2
3

LPs10007. 10118
LP14558
01925-50

4

ibid.
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smooth stucco are the two main finishes and, where parapets are used, they are either stepped or have segmentarched scallops, such as at 29 High Street. Some
impressive ground-level elements survive, such as the
glazed tiling at 43 (incomplete). The shopfronts at 39
and 41, which include notable leadlight transoms and the
notable leadlight at 37, also in the transom. The distinctive amber glazed tiling at 31 is original, along with the
brass-framed shopfronts. This is probably similar to that
at 33 High Street which has since been painted over. Old
colours survive on upper-levels, as do window hoods for
instance on the corner, former grocery at 43 High Street.
The simple timber framed canopies of the era are also
well represented on this shop.
At the western end of the strip, commencing with 15High
Street, some unusual shopfront treatments exist including
geometric stepping in the main window framing rails and
which is repeated in each door rail. The canopies have
decorative fascias, although soffits have been replaced on
the shops 15to 21 High Street. West of Gladstone Street,
Bungalow era housing ensues in a related era to that of
the shops.
On the south side lOA High Street (part of the former
service station) introduces a later Moderne element to
the street, with its patterned clinker brickwork but altered
ground level However, the rest of the shops extending
to the east, are of an earlier vintage, retaining window
hoods such as 18 and 20 and share the red brick and
stucco upper wall combination present in most of the
precinct. Shopfronts such as at 20 and 22 are original, as
is 26. Upper levelleadlighting exists at 26, 28, but the
most distinctive row is the Old English style one which
extends eastwards from 30, however, window alterations
on this row have marred its architectural importance.
One shopfront exists from the original state of 32 and has
fine copper framing.
Significance
Overall, the physical topography of the shopping strip,
with its downhill progress to a sharp corner intersection,
enhances the visual containment of the centre which is
already clearly stated by the high integrity of the shops,
including shopfronts and canopies and the narrow period
of development in the 1920s and 1930s.
Historically important as it consists of a comparatively
intact grouping of standard retail functions of the period
1920-1950. It secondly relates to housing subdivisions of
the period and demonstrates the way in which particular
housing developments gave an impetus to the growth of
commercial nodes at major suburban intersections.
Much of the character of the shopping precincts of this
period is still recognizable in the buildings at Glen Iris.
The siting above the Gardiners Creek valley gives an
added interest.
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Precinct 14, Great Glen Iris Railway Junction estate
History
The Great Glen Iris Railway Junction estate was first sold
by Flint & Munro & Baillieu in the 1880s but it was revised
by surveyor, E.L.G. Cresswell, in 1923, including High,
Lexie, Ward and Dent Streets in place of the original
Baillieu, Gladstone and Station Streets.' Cresswell also
lodged., the Central Estate in Balwyn during the same era,
(q.v.)."
The 'junction' referred to was that of the Oakleigh and
Outer Circle railway lines, some distance to the south of
the estate and only just becoming reality when the estate
was first sold. James Munro speculated in a number of
estates in this area, together with many others along the
Outer Circle route.3

33 WARD STREET, A MODERVE STYLE HOUSE

1
2
3
4
5
6

LP9791
LP9651
see Beardsell, pp.28-9 table and map
see precinct 14,01
LP1l367
ibid.. lodged plan annotation correspondence 1928

Reference 10 the above Locality Plan will demonstrate forcibb: why this
Estate has been termed the

GREAT GLEN IRIS RAILWAY JUNCTION ESTATE,
and further has been stamped as the Key and Heart of the Greatest
Suburb that "wil! be" alit of Melbourne.
This Estate was selected and bOI/:s111 bv the Hon. las. Munro when he
had all the land in the Glen Iris disn'let to choose from, which is the
highest recommendation that the Estate can receive.

The HIGH STREET frontages mllsr grow into great value, and it is
confidentlv eX/iectedthat before manyyears the: will be worth from £50
10 £80afoDt

Lots in Munro Avenue and Highgate Grove were revised
(along with the new names) and lodged by J.G. Gillespie
in 1926.5 Curtain Street became Dent Street in c1928-9,
to complete the estate's transformation.6 Other changes
included a reduction in frontage from 66 to 50 feet,
introduction of radiused corners (to eliminate side-front-

Camberwell Conservation Study 1991 - Significant Areas
ages, for the views and to allow for motor traffic). These
specially formed corner blocks added two blocks per
corner and allowed a diagonal siting axis for each house.
Percentages of identified house construction dates in the
period 1916-30 are as follows:
Highgate Grove 57%
Lexia Street 59%
Munro Avenue 49%
Ward Street 37%
Highgate and Lexia both have over 90% inter-war housing representing of the street while Munro and Ward are
49% and 80% respectively. Distribution of period is
predictably earlier housing (pre 1930) closer to High
Street tram line. In the Ashburton Shopping Centre itself
there is the same period distribution adjoining the estate,
with more emphasis on the late 1930s; i.e., 180-82
(c1937), 206-212High Street (c1939). Opposite there are
rows of 1920s shops, (243-259High Street): both periods
providing visually cohesive elevations.
Historic Themes:
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on residential and commercial development
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expression
(iv) man-made and 'native' landscape, their evolution
Description
Munro Avenue

This street has late 1920s, 1930s houses. There are a
number of intrusions with new development but some
Moderne style houses, some Mediterranean villa style,
and some Old English style survive.
Highgate Street
The street has a concrete roadway with the name of the
street set into the roadway. Camphor Laurel trees help
create a distinct character of late 1920s, early 1930shousing (Italian villa or Mediterranean villa, such as Numbers
19 and 21), with some Bungalow era housing like Numbers 23 and 26.
Lexia Street
The street has a concrete roadway, Bungalow style
houses, Old English and Mediterranean villa mixture,
mainly stuccoed and brick housing with some original
fences.

Dent Street
North face only in Precinct with mainly Mediterranean
villa style houses of masonry and stucco and some Old
English.
Ward Street
The street has a concrete roadway, with the name set into
the road. There is 1930s housing, brick and stucco using
the Moderne (Number 33) and Old English styles.
High Street
The commercial frontage is of a similar era, albeit altered.
Significance
A range of 1920s-30s house styles with high integrity to
the initiation date of the estate which is enhanced by
concrete roads, street trees and an adjoining contempo-

rary shopping strip. Historically it represents the high
growth period in the 1920s and the influence of transport
on its location also the effort taken by developers to create
a distinct character with road surfacing, streettree selection and street name identification.
The precinct is important in expressing the character of
subdivisionin the southern parts of the municipality in the
1920s and 19305. The area has a high proportion of
typical housing stylesof the period, supported by characteristic street features. Of additional interest are the size
of corner blocks and diagonal building sitirlg (reflecting
by-law planning) and the relation of the houses to the
shopping centre. The shopping centre itself retains the
character of the subdivision period in several rows of
shops and is significant in reflecting the role link between
transport, home and shopping, the characteristic grouping of land uses in the inter-War suburb.
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Precinct 14.01, High Street
History

Sited at the edge of the Great Glen Iris RailwayJunction
Estate, most of these High Street commercial sites were
created in the 1923 resurvey of Flint and Munro &
Baillieu's 1880s estate, or in other contemporary surveys. Advertising predicted the High Street lots woul~
grow to great value, possibly£50-£80per f~t frontage.
Later subdivisions in the 1950s-60s sphntered off
smaller commercial sites from the previous estate lots.2
An established use and occupancy commenced in the
late 19305 for many shops. The block 196-212 High
Street seemed to arise as one, with occupants such as
Parkinson the chemist (196), a butcher (198), cake shop
(200), Miss Kelton's drapery (202), a ladies' hairdresser
(204), a fruiterer (206), grocery (Crooks National Stores
PIL) Roberts drapery (212)and a leather goods seller at
210.3

1/

Logan's newsagency at 214 (c1926) was a familiar pan
of the street for some 25 years. Moran & Cato's grocery
at 241was a later but also long-term occupancy. There
were the E.S.& A Bank branches (253, 243), the Ashburton Post Office(255) and long-term shopkeepers like
E. T. Owens (boot repair at 257), AE. Richards (ir~n
monger at 259) and F."\¥. Cashen (a fruiterer at 233).

Description
High Street- South Side
As part of the diverse development in this pan of High

Street (made even more so by extensive ad-hoc signage
and upper-level alterations), the Modeme style stucco
two-storey row at the eastern comer with Lexia Street
(196 High Street) provides, with ~ts elevated parap.etbay,
a distinctive corner element which precedes the Identified streetscape that ensues to the east. This streetscape
includes, in contrast to the parapet of the Modeme
comer row, a more domestic-styled pitched roof 011; a
two- storey stucco and brick shop row that, with Its
parapetted centre element, nevertheless relates to the

1

243-259 HlGHSTREET· 2 STOREYROWwrrHNEW AD-HOC PAINT SCHEME WHICH ADVERSELYAFFECTS THE CONTINUITY
OF THE DESIGN

1
2
3
4

Estate poster, LP9791, CCL
See LPs 40832.20213(declared 1950)
01925·50
ibid.
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Lexia Street comer. On the western comer of Lexia
Street (194 High Street) is an altered two-storey 1920s
structure which, by its geometric parapetted form, provides a related element to the row that commences with
1%. Further to the west there is another isolated twostorey element: 190-192 High Street adopts Thdoresque
elements and clinker brickwork, as yet unpainted, while
to its east there is another altered pair, 184-186, which
has geometric parapet forms which relate to 194. However, the contrasting and diverse nature of the intervening single-storey 188-192 High Street does little to unify
this row with the streetscape surrounding Lexia Street.
Some shopfronts survive in this section, including l%at
the comer, with its recessed entrance and a slim metal
frame shopfront and tiled plinths. This building also
retains a corner parapet with a moulded fascia.
Embossed canopy soffits exist around the 2()()-212 High
Street area.
High Street- North Side
On the north side of High Street there is more stylistic
continuity, commencing on the east with 281a High
Street, which is the end of a two-storey five shop row.
This elevation pursues the typical parapet format of a
panel set between raised piers which is accentuated by
the use of soldier-coursing in clinker brickwork. The
same clinker brickwork is used to provide soldier-coursing over window openings and to provide a form of
abstracted hood mould over each of the main window
groups. Remnants of the original canopies survive, but
most have been refaced. All of the shopfronts of this
section have been replaced. The shop 269-271 High
Street has a neo-Grec style upper level with a shaped
pediment-like parapet, stucco finish, with modem buildings to its west extending to the comer ofY Street. This
new building has sought to emulate the geometric parapet form and some fenestration elements which occur
west of Y Street.
In that section there is a very high continuity among the
upper-level elevations in brick and stucco, typical of the
1920s. The brick used is a combination of red and
clinker brickwork and many parapets have a segment
arch motif. There is also some upper- level unpainted
stucco, as well as remnant window hoods. Some of the
canopy survive in form, but most have been reclad.
Shopfronts such as at 249 High Street indicate the original form of !he general shopping strip lower level.
Th the west of this two-storey group is the single-storey
Moran & Cato Ltd, shop, as indicated by raised lettering
on the elevation on the upper-level. It has embossed
metal canopy and a later shopfront, which echoes in
form, the original (241 High Street).
The streetscape recommences at 235 and extends to the
comer of Marquis Street in two elements, the comer
element being an Old English style clinker brick two-storey building with shutters and an original canopy which
has still its embossed soffit and opal sphere canopy
lights. On the opposite comer, at 229 High Street, there
is the rounded Moderne style two-storey patterned brick

building which is well suited to its comer site and maintains some of its original shopfronts, particularly at the
corner. Even this building however has paint over its
decorative brickwork on both upper and lower levels,
plus an intrusive billboard sign facing Marquis Street.
Further west, Duke Street marks the beginning of an
interesting group of shops of the 19205and 19305,which
has a high integrity at both upper and lower levels and
includes impressive patterned brickwork such as the
comer building at 207 High Street and unpainted stucco
at 201 High Street. Shopfronts survive at most of the
shops to the end of the row at 199 High Street, except
for 201 where recent aluminium shopfront has been
introduced.
The canopy at 207 High Street has a
moulded fascia and embossed soffit.
Significance
The shopping centre evolved next to locally important
housing precincts, such as The Great Glen Iris estate.
These commercial streetscapes evoke both the development period ofthis part of Camberwell (Ashburton) and
the major growth era in the city as a whole when compared within the metropolitan area There is a relatively high integrity to construction period of
upper-level facades while also providing an identifiable
usual character, despite the accumulation of signs and
minor alterations.
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Precinct 15, Hassett's Estate
Like the Golflinks estate, this subdivision has all of the
idealized attributes of a 1920s estate: period street trees,
concrete roads and footpaths, plantation medians with
concrete lamp standards and well preserved housing
stock of the era. Its placement, wedged between three
main roads, enhances the feeling of place by adding further visual and aural boundaries, other than those from
the estate's design.
History
Hassett's Estate (or Hassett's Paddock Estate) is, with
the Golflinks, Sunnyside and Riverside Estates, one of the
most expressive of the post First War era residential
areas. Sold in three sections, the first (Catherine Elphin
Quantock, Riversdale) was declared in 1920 by H. Parsons, while the rest followed four years later, being the
eastern section of the estate.' Directories list one Mi-

chad J. Hassett residing in Matlock Street, Camberwell.i
while sale posters told of the Hassett family's long tenure
in the area. Major sale dates were May 1924and March
1927.3
Sale posters depicted a balloon high above the suburbs,
annotated with the estates name and features and carrying fortunate buyers to 'Get away from the noise, dust and
grime of the City!' The estate was within half a mile of
Canterbury Station, had all services provided (sewer,
power, water, gas, telephone) and lots sold at a mere £10
deposit.;"Express to Profit...A
Gel onthe "Waule Park" Electric Tram at Princes Bridge and ask to be

put of! at Hassell Street: Notice how you are gcuing otu of the dusty
environs oj the crowded citv. Look up the beautifullv sloping hill of
Hassett's Estate and see ho« it overlooks all the surrounding COUlltrl'.
Walk over the Esuue, the further yOIl go the beuer u becomes, The
grandeur and beautv of the positions on Mavsia Street and Alta Street
are s!:,/dom rivaled;'",hile Prospect Hill Road is well-known as one of
the fines: residential roads III the suburbs. After going over the Estate

ONE OF THE POPULAR OLD EVGLJSH SIYLE HOUSES· 20 CATHERiNE STREET

1
2
3
4

LPs 8325. 10331
D1900
Sale Plans 42. 249.554265. 220 cct,
Sale plan 220. eeL
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walk down Scott Street to the Camcrburv Station and so return to the
City after being on one ofthe fines! Estateseverofferedat auction.
II is reallv mone.... wasted to erect a good home on a bad allotment.

rOil must build so thatyour house will appearevenbetterthan it really
is, because of the allotment Of land it is built on. On the other hand,
quite plain looking houses when placed on a good allotment appear
to be far superior than they reallyare. lIt is 10 your advantage to select

a good allotment for appearance sale .

Most sites were around 60 feet frontage, except those
facing Riversdale Road (27 lots), which were 22 feet and
potentially a commercial site. Houses depicted as or
near the estate were either Federation or Californian
?
Bungalows."
The subdivision form was typical except for eleven feet
splays at each corner, presumably to allow centre
median's for lamp standards as well as a clear view for
traffic?
Street period expression of identified sites 4 from the era
1916-40 with those from the era 1916-30 in brackets:
Alta Street 100% (86%)
Burnside Avenue 100%
Byron Street 60%
Catherine Street 100% (73%)
Elphin Grove 100% (82%)
Griotte Street 100%
Maysia Street 100% (89%)
Historic Themes:
This precinct exemplifies the high quality custom-designed estates of the eastern suburbs, many of which were,
like this precinct, designed around the new transport
facilities provided by electric tramways.
Themes:
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on residential and commercial development
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expression
Description
Elphin Grove
The street has concrete roads, Camphor Laurel trees, and
Bungalow era housing, some of brick and stucco, some
altered.
Byron Street
This street has collection of Bungalows at the south end,
mainly brick, and then Edwardian villas in timber extending along the east side. Patchy quality, not considered
part of precinct. Of note is Number 19, with original
stained shingling in the Californian Bungalow manner
and part original fence.
Catherine Street
The street has a concrete roadway, Bungalow era housing
of brick and stucco, with original fences, rockeries and
some gardens. Stylistically, the range is from Indian
Bungalow to Californian Bungalow with some Italian villa
styles and Old English, specifically Number 20. Number
20 is individually notable for its picturesque massing.
1

Hassett's estate sale poster. eeL

2
3
4

ibid.
ibid.
see 1986 schedule

Quantock Street

The street has Californian Bungalows, such as Number 7,
. . .
d I
but these are intermixed with newer eve opment, unrelated visually.
Alta Street

The street has a concrete roadway, Camphor Laurel
street trees and a strong character towards the east end
of the street with Mediterranean villas, Spanish villas and
Bungalows. Later housing in estate uses Old English
pattern, with tapestry brickwork and stucco and some
masonry fences.
Burnside Avenue
The street has Indian Bungalow style stucco brick houses
and some of the Old English style but with later development particularly dominant at the north end. There are
some original fences.
Griotte Street
The street has a concrete roadway and Indian Bungalow
style houses such as Number 19, in brick and stucco, also
Old English style, as in Number 11.
Maysia Street
The street has a concrete roadway and stucco and masonry villas in Italian villa and Bungalow style. Individually notable houses include 25 in an Old English style and
the house, Bon View, at the Hassett Avenue corner,
Number;23. Housing west of Quantock Street is of a later
period in general, with some earlier examples but without
the strong character of other parts of the estate.
Riversdale Road
Most of this frontage is not included, with the exception
of Number 761-763 and east to Wattle Valley Road which
includes mainly stuccoed Moderne and Old English style
houses with clinker brick intermixed. There is also some
Italian villa style. Most houses are complete with masonry
fences and some gardens.
Cooba Street
The street has a concrete roadway, Indian Bungalows,
Californian Bungalows with some later Moderne style
houses.
Significance
Hassett's Estate with its range of 1920s-30s house styles,
concrete roads, roadway plantations, and custom-made
lighting, was one of the outstanding subdivisions of ~920s
Camberwell and inspired much of the later building form,
subdivision and street design for the suburb. Historically
the estate exemplifies the high- quality estates of the
eastern suburbs, many of which were designed around the
new transport facilities provided by electric tramways.
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Precinct 16
History
James McIntosh commissioned his mansion, Verulam, in
1888. Together with those of Parlington, Torrington,
Linda and Mountfield, his estate's grounds formed a
major part of todays precinct, as perhaps today's irregular street pattern indicates. Mountfield, Oak and Woodstock Streets were the only ones between Burke,
Canterbury, Mont Albert and the Outer Circle Railway
and even these streets housed mainly large villas, similar
to their grander neighbours.'
The driveways of the big houses gave way to streets, early
this century, one of the early subdivisions being

Parlington, named after a large house fronting Canterbury Road at or near today's Parlington Street. The
streets, Torrington, qascoyne and A1l~nby Road were
also laid out in 1912. Karl Arndt, a licensed land and
mining surveyor of Queen Street, had already established
. t he previous
.
the line of Parlington Street 10
year.3 Th e
Camberwell Ridge estate preceded this, creating The
Ridge in 1904, through the groun1s of Versailles which
stood back from Canterbury Road. Advertising for The
Ridge cited 'picked Bungalow sit~s...in ~hevtery best residential part of Camberwell' as mcentrve to buy, along
with the 'Splendid Garden Soil' and ready made asphalt
paths.
The house, Versailles, lay .o? Lot 3, ~now
MarcellinJunior College) and W.E. Craig s house, Linda,
t

27 TORRINGTON STREET, BUNGALOW SmE

1

2
3
4

MMBW RP70. 1904
LP5791
LP5828,D1900
LP6541,MMBW RP70
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(q.v.) lay to the west. The sale was handled by W.J.P.
Davies of Burke Road. 1
The last of the major estates in the area was the Parlington
extension, creating Torrinpon Place in 1928 to a cul-desac design by G. Parsons." Torrington Place was both a
showpiece and residence for the builder-designer, Basil
Hayler, VMBA. His advertisements suggested his designs were 'Always a Little Different,' financially worthwhile .. .'A Home, next to a Wife, is Man's best
investment'...and psychologically settling...'Harmony
without,'implied 'harmony within,...3 The designs portrayed already showed the shift away from the ubiquitous
red brick Bungalow to a Mediterranean-inspired, stucco
and tile-roofhouse 4 Hayler's house for Mr. & Mrs. Gill
in Highton Grove, Balwyn, received attention fromAustralian Home Beautiful in 1929, as yet further proof of the
Californian influence (via the Spanish style) on Victoria. 5
Hayler later also left his mark on Kew where his home
also formed the focus of a small estate,"
Notable residents in the precinct included:
Civil servant, John B. Cumming 21 Parlington Street);
Country Roads Board chief engineer, Donald V. Darwin
(24 Parlington Street); and the successful barrister,
George Maxwell (1 Mountfield Street): all active in the
193O-4Os.7
Street period expression of identified sites 8 from the era
pre 1915 with those from the post-war period of 1916-30
in brackets:
Allenby Road 71% (28%)
Gascoyne Street - (99%)
Parlington Street 18% (69%)
The Ridge - (82%)
Torrington Street 42% (57%)
Torrington Place - (85%)
This shows the two complementary development periods:
Edwardian and the 1920s which overlay the remnant sites
ofthe third Victorian era oflarge villas set in now sub-divided grounds.
Historic Themes:
(i) changes in urban form, land tenure and subdivision
(ii) changes in social form and its impact on the physical
form
(iii) transport links and modes and their impact on residential and commercial development
(ix) landmarks, sites identified as significant to the city's
residents
(x) Significant persons and sites associated with them.
Description
Gascoyne Street
The Precinct commences at 6 on the east side and 3 On
the west side with Edwardian and Bungalow era houses

1
2
3

eeL Sale Poster, LP6541
LP12858
EH draft p.44

4

Ibid.

5

Cuffley, Houses afthe 20s & 30s p.99f, citesAHB 7.1929. ilIust.

6

op.cu., p,188

7
8

wwA 1935. 1944
see 1986 site schedule

of brick and stucco construction, and terra-cotta tiled
roofs predominating.
A1lenby Road
This street has mainly Edwardian houses in stucco and
brick, extending to Burke Road and more modest in scale
than Gascoyne Street with timber construction on the
north side and new development, unrelated in form and
materials at the east end.
Parlington Street
This meandering street has Edwardian & Bungalow era
houses on both sides in a mixture of brick and stucco. The
character terminates at Parlington Street on the north
and Woodstock Street on the south. Most houses have
mature exotic gardens and the street trees are a mixture
of Paperbark and Plane. Notable houses include number
1, a Californian Bungalow.
Torrington Street
Brick and timber generally original Bungalow era houses
on the south side with Camberwell Church ofEngland
Grammar School providing a major intrusion on the north
side. Minor alterations to street character include additions of carports in front of houses.
There is also a major intrusion on the north side of
Torrington Street east.
Torrington Place
This cul-de-sac or Bungalow court has concrete roads,
Camphor Laurel trees and many notable 1920s and 1930s
houses, many of which were designed and built by Basil
Hayler. One notable example is No.3, showing the Spanish Mission revival.
The Ridge
The street has mainly English cottage style houses. Character of street varies with progress to the north, with 1930s
housing predominating at this end but with one major
non-contributory element at the corner of Stanley Grove.
Numbers 47 and 49 set the pattern for the north end of
the street, Georgian and Old English revival styles.
Bungalow housing dominates around the intersection
with Torrington Street further to the south. A major
non-conforming element on the south west, is the school
grounds.
Number 10 is an interesting example of the Italian villa
and 14 is an interesting example of the English vernacular
bungalow.
Mont Albert Road
This frontage of the precinct is non-contributory.
Canterbury Road
Sites contribute ouly at the entrance to ParlingtonStreet.
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Significance
Although mixed in period, the housing stock is visually
complementary (particularly the high growth eras of
Edwardian and Bungalow housing) and the street form is
representative of earlier housing estates, some of which
survive within the precinct as clear indicators of the
Victorian-era mansions which once prevailed here. The
estate is valuable as a visual resource as well as historically
indicative of previous development eras now no longer
obvious in the rest of the city.
This area has historic significance because it reveals
clearly the process of subdivision and house-building over
several decades. The subdivision of the grounds around
Parlington, while the house itself survived amidst smaller
and newer homes, was a typical process now evident in
few other areas but expressed clearly here. Hence the
significance of this precinct. The area has added significance in the experimental designs of Basil Hayler; his
designs for this area were forerunners of several private
town planning ventures in Camberwell. This precinct
demonstrates more clearly than elsewhere in the suburb
the several critical turning points in the history of subdivision and house building and the distinctive estate layouts typical of Camberwell.
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Precinct 17, Avenue Athol
History
The Avenue Athol did not exist in the MMBW 1904plan.
Mangarra Road fell short of Mont Albert Road and only
Rubens Grove ran the full distance between Canterbury
and Mont Albert Roads. Largely vacant land ran between.l Local resident surveyor-architect, Henry Parsons, surveyed Avenue Athol through this gap in 1906.2
3
Parsons, himself, lived in Kintore Street.
Subsequent development was dominantly from the
Edwardian era for the south end, near the East
Camberwell Railway Station, while 1930s housing pre4
dominated at the other end of the street.
One notable resident, at the north end, was Brigadier
Alwyn5 R. Garrett, who lived at 30 Avenue Athol in the
1940s.

Street period expression of sites (expressed as,a percentage of the whole street) from the era 1916-40 is 62% (or
76% of identified sites only) with those from the Victorian
& Edwardian Era (pre 1915) are 18% (23% identified
sites only)", The percentage of identified sites from the
core development era (1900-1930) is 92%.
Description
AvenueAthol
The street contains mainly Edwardian houses, many of
uncharacteristic (for Camberwell) timber construction,
with some brick. There is also intrusive modem development, No. 7 being an example. Visually compatible
with this Edwardian housing is the Bungalow development which occurs further to the north on the commencement of the concrete roadway. Here the Bungalow
character becomes quite dominant. This character includes late 1920sIndian Bungalow and some Italian Villa

AVENUEATHOL· CONCRETE ROAD, PATHWAYS AND KERBS, OF THE BUNGALOW SECTION OF THE STREET

1
2
3
4
5
6

MMBWRP70
LP474l; DI900. Henry Parsons of George Parsons & Son
ibid.
see Site Schedule
WWA 1944;D1944-5
from 1986site schedule analysis
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style houses, with many fences and gardens empathetic to
the period.
Significance
Comprised of houses from the city's two main development periods (Edwardian and Bungalow eras), the designs are visually complementary and representative of
major historical eras in the city's history.
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Precinct 18, Reid estate, later Central Park,
Belmont Heights and Cotham Hill estates
History
Comprised of three main 20th century estates, central
Park (1922), Belmont Heights and Cotham Hill (1926),
the housing there expresses another decade on.! H.C.
Crouch surveyed the north section (Belmont Heights),
contained by Parkside, the well- treed Belmont Park and
Maleela Avenue. Buyers could depend on a 'Superior
Class of Residence' as neighbours because of the brick
area by-law. It was claimed as the highest land in the
district, with perfect drainage, glorious panoramic views,
well served by trams and trains, equipped with all ser-

vices, 'touching' two public parks (Belmont and Balwyn
Parks) and near sporti¥ facilities, ecclesiastical and
educational institutions.
The most telling quote from sales promotion was the
proud statement that municipalities had set minimum
50 feet frontages and limited one house to a lot...'The
consequence being that Melbourne is going to cover a
greater area than any of the World's !'1~dern Cit~es.
Visualize what will be the value ofland within 6.1/4 miles
of the city during the next ten years..: 3
Other parts of the precinct include Walsh Street (central Park Estate), declared byJ.G. Gillespie in 1922 and
Salisbury Street (Gillespie in 1926). An older estate

18 CHATFIEW AVENUE· AN UNUSUAL OW ENGLISH STYLE HOUSE, SITEDONACONCRETE ROADWAY

1
2

LPs 11861, 9397, 11621
Sale Plan H2 202 553530 CCL

3

ibid.
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was Cotham Hill, containing Reid and Bevan Streets. It
was declared by w'H. Flood in the late 1880s but has
been reputedly resold at a much later date under the title
of the Reid Estate.' Sale posters of the 18805 show
Robert Reid Esquire's house facing Whitehorse Road,
close to Burke Road (still there? 936?) Reid was the
principal of Robert Reid & Co., importers, warehousemen and manufacturers, of Flinders Street.2
The 1904 MMBW plan shows the area undivided with
the Surrey Hotel facing Whitehorse Road, at the area's
north-west comer, and large villas such as Kaleno and
Roystead at the southern perimeter of the precinct.'
Sites in the area are both individually significant and
representative of the 19305; i.e., 1 Chatfield Avenue, 20
Walsh Street (1936), 8 and 26 Reid Street (1938).
Street period expression of identified sites from the era
1916-40with those from the era 1926-40 in brackets:
Belmont Avenue 100% 4
BowleyAvenue 100% (99%)5
Chatfield Avenue 100% (94%)6
Crest Avenue 94% (93%) 7
Highton Grove 100% 8
Maleela Avenue 100% 9
Oakdale Avenue 100% 10
Palm Grove 100%11
Parkside Avenue 100% (83%) 12
Reid Street 100% (94%) 13
Salisbury Street 71 % (42%i 4
Walsh Street 100% (93%) 5

Historic Themes:
Process of subdivision, sale and building over several
decades. Influence of building controls to ensure distinctive quality. ie.
(i) changes in urban form, land tenure and subdivision
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expression
DescriptlOR
Oakdale Avenue
Oakdale Avenue has concrete roads and adjoins Belmont Park. Character of the street commences at
Bowley Avenue and then continues on with 19305 era
housing of Moderne and Old English revival style.
Number 17 may be a J A L Humphries design.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

See LP23t3
01890
MMBWRP70
street % 1916-40 is 40%
street % 191640 is 77%
street % 1916-40 is 89%
street % 191640 is 72%
street % 1916-40 is 100%
street % 1916-40 is 66%
street % 191640 is 33%
street % 191640 is 87%
street % 1916-40 is 52%
street % 1916-40 is 75%
street % 1916-40 is 22%
street % 1916-40 is 76%

Crest Avenue
The street has concrete roads and camphor Laurel
street trees. The 19305housing character continues, but
with more interesting development and lesser scale of
dwelling. Number8isoneoftheindividuallysignificant
houses in a Georgian revival character. This character
is not as strong at the east end.
Maleela Street
The street has a concrete road, notable street trees ofPin
Oaks and mature exotic trees and gardens combining to
provide a landscape quality. Large 19205,1305 and 40s
villas predominate. However mixed development prevails, with some new development between the period
houses.
Among the significant examples is Number ll8, a Mediterranean villa style house, and Number 17, an Old
English style house. Number 1 Maleela Avenue is also
another notable house, with particularly notable fence
and agapanthus planting.
Chatfield Avenue
The street has a dominant 19305 character with Old
English style and some Moderne examples, such as
Number 19. The road is concrete paved. All houses are
large and detached, Number 11 being particularly notable (corner of Chatfield and Oakdale) also Number 9.
Highton Grove
The street has concrete roads, with lamp standards set
in the median at the end of the cul-de-sac. There are
many individually notable houses, reputedly built and
designed by Basil Hayler, including Mediterranean villa
styles, Spanish villa styles and other Bungalow- oriented
designs.
Walsh Street
The street has concrete roads, many individually notable
houses, in the Old English style and of brick and stucco.
Also, on the east side, Bungalow-oriented and Mediterranean style houses, and many original fences and gardens.
One individually notable house is an Indian Bungalow
style house, Number 43, with unpainted stucco and
mature exotic garden.
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Palm Grove
The street is a continuation of the Spanish/Mediterranean villa and Old English style, all being large houses
of brick and stucco construction.
Salisbury Street
Starting with Number 1, on the east side, the street has
a group of individually notable houses ending at 7. All
are notable but not of a similar construction date. The
street has a patch of individually notable Old English
houses, Numbers 22, 24, 26 being a notable group.
Number 21 is a similar scale, opposite.
BowleyAvenue
The street has a concrete roadway at Salisbury Street,
Old English style mixedwith Georgian revival houses of
the 1930s and 40$, plus new unrelated development,
particularly on the south side.
Ruhbank Avenue
The street has a concrete roadway and the Old English
style is dominant among the houses. There is a median
at the end of the cul- de-sac and later Georgian revival
houses at the end, unrelated to the Old English but
sharing some of the stucco character of the earlier
houses in the rest of the estate.
Reid Street
Mixed development, with some individually notable Old
English style houses on the west side. The street does not
form part of the Precinct.
Belmont Avenue
The street has a concrete roadway but the street does not
form part of the Precinct.
Parkside Avenue
The street has a concrete roadway, east side only, facing
the park on the west. It has a mixture oflate 1920$, early
1930$ houses, including 9, with unpainted stucco and
mature original garden.
Myambert Avenue
Presumably carved from the grounds ofthe Reid family's
former house, Myambert, at number one Myambert
Avenue, this street contains houses which concur with
the rest of the estate in age and style with the Old English
style dominating. A notable element is the old gum at
the end of the street, retained on a median formed by the
turning radius, which expresses some of the aims of the
Reids for Belmont Park, in keeping the native vegetation.
Bamsbury Road
Straddling the railway line in its connection to the precinct, the street contains individually significant houses
(number 9) as well as contributory sites (1920$-30$).
Canonbury's garden has a further unifyingeffect with its
mature growth and visibility.
Significance
A good example of the impact of local site control
regulations with minimum 50 feet frontages. It is an
example of the manner in which the large 1880sproperties were often not divided until the inter-war years of
the twentieth century. This precinct demonstrates the

process of subdivisions and building common in much
of Camberwell.
Historically the process of subdivision, sale and building
over two decades is evident along with the influence of
building controls to ensure distinctive quality. The result
is a perceivable middle- class enclave, housing over the
years a number of important Victorians.
Architecturally the housing includes individually important examples and is significant as a notable group of
mainly 1930$ designs of a wide range of styles set in a
contemporary con text of concrete roadways and landscape.
Historically significant as an example of 1930$ estate
development, with a comparatively high degree of integrity.
Important as a high-quality estate with a full range of the
characteristic housing styles of the 1930$ and with the
period character extended into street form (especially
the use of concrete) and plantings. These have survived
here where they have been lost in other estates.
A good example of the impact of local site control
regulations with minimum 50 feet frontages. It demonstrates some of the characteristic aspects of subdivision
and building in Camberwell. The delay between subdivision in the 1880$ and building in the 1920$; the impact
of public transport on subdivision and sale; the emphasis on rural qualities and views in descriptions of the
estate and the superior quality of the buildings themselves. Especially important are the nostalgic Old
English styles so closely associated with the character of
Camberwell.
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Precinct 19, Shenley Hill estate and Wentworth Avenue
History
Typical of subdivisions in this part of Camberwell, the
Sh
Hill
d
h
en 1ey 1 estate an Wentwort Avenue arose in 1883
from the grounds (apparently the orchard) of a large
house, fronting in this case Mont Albert Road. l C.
(Charles?) Wentworth was the vendor and his co-agents
:;
J o hn D ay & Co., T.L. Flint and Joseph Fordyce.'
Wentworth's own house (presumed named Shenley Hill)
was where today's 110-112 Mont Albert Road stands,
occupying the space of about 9 of the 66 feet frontage
suburban blocks typical of those offered in the estate.
Another house (Ardno) was located approximately on
the site of 14 Wentworth. 3 The MMBW 1904 plan
showed Wentworth's house and about 15 other villas on

the 46 allotment estate, most of which were timber, (see
37 and 38),4
Some of the estate's cited attributes were as follows:
Having large frontages to CANTERBURY ROAD, WENDVORTH
AVENUE, and MONT ALBERT ROAD, each lor containing choice
Fruit trees of el'e,y description in filii bearing and altogether in firstclass cultivation. the soil beingextremety fertile and admirably adapted
to all gardeningpurposes.
17Tis MAGNIFICENT BLOCK from its extremelv elevated position,
grand landscape scenel)' (for which this locality is'now so cerebrated),
pcrfectiy drained by irs own natural slope and irs close proximity to the
Cambcrwell Railwav Station, must commend itself to all persons
seekilJ$. a heaithy house and safe investment; as this HEALTHY
SUBURB is bound to Double its present value in a vel)' shon time.
It is situated within 31-1 of a mile of the Camberweil Railway Station,
and JUSt beyond the Mansion of Sir 1. 0 'Shanassy, and as the trains
are now running through to Melbourne et'ery 20 minutes, it enables
those engaged in the Metropolis ro reach business or return to their
respective homes in 35 minutes.
171e advantages claimed bv the Proprietor in offering this Estate to the
Public are tha: et'eJ:\' desiring purchaser can quietly select one or more
lots at l'm' low prices without being run !lP by an Auctioneer or

19 WENnVORTH AvENUE, A FEDERATION BUNGALOW STIll HOUSE WITH RECENT BUT EMPATHETIC GARAGE
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LP545: CCL Sale Plan 50
ibid.
CCL Sale Plan
\f\fBW RP70
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SYNDICATES with their numerous dummies, which are now so
conspicuous at so many land sales. Thus gMngthe Purchaser the
privilege of FREE SELECTION and deferred Payments as the lenns
will be made easy to suit:
TITLE CROWN CERTIFICATE. l

What followed was development dominantly of the 1920s,
intermixed with, and on top of, the remaining 1890svillas.
Historic Themes:
(i) changes in urban form, land tenure and subdivision
(v) typical residential lifestyles and their physical expres-

sion
Description
Ofthe 34 sites identified in Wentworth Avenue, over half
were built in the Bungalow era but some 20% of the street
remains from the Victorian & Edwardian Eras, with emphasis on the latter. Examples of each era include numbers 4, 13, 15, 17, and 18 from the Bungalow era, numbers
1, 3, 7, and 14 from Edwardia and 37 and 38 from pre
cl900. Given the strong Edwardian & Bungalow presence, the gabled roofform is dominant and face-brick and
weatherboard construction are represented as the major
wall materials.
Street period expression of identified sites from the era
1916-40 is 70% and 50% for the street as a whole with
those from the Victorian & Edwardian Era (pre 1915)
being 29% (20% for streetl

Significance
Typical of the 1880s estates which only gained identity in
the growth eras of Edwardia and the immediate post-war
time, this street evokes the city's residential development
history as well as its peek population expansion.
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sale poster LP545, cci,
see 1986site schedule

